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Higher software quality with
ready-made components
Two years ago, B&R radically simplified the development of machine software with the introduction
of mapp Technology. These precoded and thoroughly tested modular software components have
since been making life easier for OEMs by taking
low-level programming tasks for basic functions
off their hands. Encouraged by outstanding market acceptance in this short time, B&R has continued to expand its software framework – offering customers even greater savings while at the
same time improving the quality of the resulting
software.
mapp components provide precoded functions
that developers can quickly configure in a simple
user interface. In addition to basic functionality
like recipes and user management, mapp will now
be offering complex control algorithms, hydraulic
applications, safety functions and more.
More robust software quality
Each mapp component is subjected to rigorous
multi-stage testing, both individually and in combination with other components. This in turn improves the quality of application software they

are used to create. B&R has also harmonized the
version and release data for all of its software,
making it easier for machinery and equipment
builders to plan when specific functions will be
available. Users no longer need to be concerned
with dependencies between software versions.
B&R has also harmonized the content of its software blocks to ensure uniform access to all technologies. Whether it's alarm handling, axis control
or a complex hydraulics control loop – the uniform
interface places every mapp function no more
than a few clicks away.
How mapp works
Each mapp component is a self-contained unit
that can be freely combined with any IEC 61131
programming language, C and C++. Multiple mapp
components in a client/server network are linked
automatically by mapp Links, which coordinate all
necessary data exchange without requiring a single new line of code. As a result, the user can
dedicate considerably fewer resources to programming and software maintenance.

mapp components are available for the following areas:

<
<
<
<

mapp View: web-based HMI
mapp Services: including user management, audit trail and recipe management
mapp Motion: axis movements, CNC, robotics
mapp Control: closed-loop control functions
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More service functions
for machinery and equipment

With mapp Services, B&R offers modular software
blocks that handle the basic functions of machinery and equipment. At SPS IPC Drives 2016, B&R
will be presenting numerous new components,

including functions for automated text messaging, simplified machine software updates and
handling of machine options.

Easy options management
OEMs now have a much easier way
of managing the many variants
of their machines. With mapp
CodeBox, they can program options in ladder logic without affecting the machine's primary application.

Having the software for individual options decoupled from the primary application offers numerous
advantages. For one thing, it ensures that you're
not introducing errors into the system when you
implement new options or customizations. It also
greatly simplifies the task of managing all the different variants of your machine.

LAD
ST

OEMs still use the development environment to
program their machines' basic functionality. In
the process, they can define which data, functions and variables are to be accessed via mapp
CodeBox. This allows the machines' special features and options to be added later using Ladder
Diagram.
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Highlights

<
<
<
<

Automated text messaging
Easy updates and backups
Program machine options on site
Add I/O modules on the fly
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Tweet

Backup

Automated text messaging
mapp Tweet allows a machine application to send
text messages triggered by specific events. Set
up with just a few clicks, mapp Tweet can easily
be connected to other mapp components via its
mapp Link. This enables the mapp AlarmX component, for example, to automatically notify a maintenance technician when an alarm requires immediate action. If the technician fails to confirm
receipt within a defined timeframe, the message

Easy updating and backup
mapp Backup makes it considerably easier to perform software updates and back up application
software in the field. Data can be transferred either on a USB flash drive or via an update server
on the machine network. No additional software is
required.

Add I/O modules on the fly
mapp IO makes it possible to add and configure
I/O modules while the machine is running without
having to use development software. This greatly
simplifies the task of managing variants of machinery and equipment.
In the case of a machine with a large number of
customized variants, the OEM programs the core
functions as usual in the Automation Studio software development environment. The additional
variants and options are configured directly on
the machine using mapp IO and then programmed

is automatically forwarded to the next defined
recipient.
mapp Tweet can supplement the message with
additional information, such as troubleshooting
instructions that allow the technician to quickly
and efficiently resolve the cause of the alarm.
This is an effective way to achieve a targeted reduction in machine downtime.

Once enabled, the backup function is then available for use at runtime. A backup may include a
complete image, the application itself or specific
machine data such as recipes or statistics.

using mapp CodeBox. This reduces the time and
cost involved in maintaining multiple versions of
application software.
mapp IO is based on XML and can import external
XML files via an interface. This makes it possible
to generate mapp IO configurations automatically
in the order system and then transfer them to the
machine. Like other mapp components, mapp IO
also includes a widget for use in the mapp View
web-based HMI system.
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Simulation On/Off

Complex closed-loop control
made accessible
B&R is now incorporating innovative closed-loop
control technology into its mapp Technology software framework. All control functions – from a basic PID controller to a highly complex crane or hydraulics controller – are accessed via a uniform,
easy-to-use interface. This makes creating applications substantially easier and faster.
Complex control algorithms are essential to the
execution of today's advanced machine processes. B&R's mapp Control components now make
these algorithms available to developers who
don't have highly specialized knowledge of control theory. Since each mapp Control component
is precoded and thoroughly tested, the effort involved in development, commissioning and maintenance is reduced considerably.
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A key element of mapp Control are the Solution
Samples, which can be loaded directly in the B&R
Automation Studio development environment.
They can then be tested using Automation
Studio's extensive simulation options, adapted as
needed and then implemented in the application.
Programming is reduced to a minimum.

Highlights

<
<
<

Easy access to complex control algorithms
Configuring instead of programming
Faster development
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mapp Temperature
High-performance temperature control solutions
like those required for extrusion or thermoforming
are still especially challenging to develop. This is
particularly true when the requirements include
autotuning, zone-synchronized heating curves,
minimal overshoot or energy-optimized operating
modes. mapp Temperature encapsulates innova-

tive control algorithms in easy-to-use mapp components that allow high-performance temperature controllers to be implemented with minimal
effort. Temperature processes can be operated
closer to their physical limits to make machines
more productive and efficient.

mapp Web Handling
mapp Web Handling encapsulates frequently
used technologies such as winder, tension and
register control in easy-to-use mapp components. mapp Web Handling makes it possible to

move web materials through a machine with maximum productivity and minimum waste. Control
loops optimized for printing, packaging and textile
lines can be implemented with minimal programming.

mapp Control Tools
Advanced control algorithms play a decisive role
in the added value that successful machines provide. The mapp Control Tools package groups
these algorithms into the categories "Basic", "Advanced" and "Expert". These packages contain
simple PID controllers, model predictive control-

lers, low-pass and Kalman filters, as well as ramp
and spline profiles. They also allow users to run
simulations directly in Automation Studio or integrate external simulation tools like MATLAB/Simulink
or MapleSim to fine tune the control loops on their
machinery and equipment.
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mapp Crane Advanced control for rotational
oscillation

mapp Crane provides closed-loop control solutions for overhead cranes with suspended loads.
To operate such systems efficiently, the motion
control system needs to compensate for the tendency of the load to oscillate. By preventing uncontrolled swinging and minimizing stabilization
time, each movement can be completed more
quickly while also improving safety for both humans and materials. Potential applications include overhead bridge (OHB), rail-mounted gantry
(RMG) and ship-to-shore (STS) cranes for container handling.
Cranes that transport payloads suspended from
sling systems are affected not only by pendulum
oscillation, but by rotational oscillation as well.
Oscillation on the skew axis is particularly problematic, because it begins very easily and is slow
to decay. B&R's new rotating pendulum control
solution is able to suppress this oscillation.
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Skew

x
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mapp Crane actively controls rotation on the skew axis to
prevent unwanted rotational oscillation.

It is also able to execute a controlled rotation,
which can be helpful in cases where a payload
needs to be positioned at a specific angle. With
simultaneous control of both pendulum and rotational oscillation, payloads can be brought to their
destination with maximum speed and precision.
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Changes to the target position are no problem at all, even if a movement is already in progress. mapp Crane
calculates a new path automatically.

Another new feature is automatic path correction,
which adjusts for changes to the end position
while the crane is already in motion. This is an especially challenging task with regard to path
planning, because the recalculations must account for the system's oscillation dynamics in addition to its axis boundaries. With mapp Crane,
this function can now be implemented with very
little programming.

Highlights

<
<
<

Closed-loop control of payload rotation in
gantry crane systems
Simultaneous control of pendulum and
rotational oscillation
On-the-fly path recalculation during crane
movement
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mapp Hydraulics - Autotuning
for closed-loop controllers

With the autotuning function, the system automatically optimizes the control loop parameters
for the hydraulic pressure controller at the push
of a button. This boosts both product quality and
overall system performance. Optimized pressure
control parameters also help prevent damage
caused by overloading or cavitation. Using the
mapp Hydraulics autotuning function can improve
control performance by more than 50% compared
to manual tuning.

Innovations 2017

Identification

Identification

Acceleration

Deceleration

The mapp Hydraulics autotuning
function optimizes the control
loop at the push of a button.

Speed

mapp Hydraulics provides convenient access to
open- and closed-loop control functions for hydraulics applications encapsulated in easy-touse mapp components. These components also
assist developers in the design, simulation, virtual commissioning and diagnosis of hydraulic systems. mapp Hydraulics provides numerous new
functions, particularly for variable-speed pump
drives.

Time

Tuning can even be performed during operation.
This allows the machine software to automatically recalibrate the controller following significant
changes to environmental conditions or other
factors such as load forces or characteristics.
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The mapp Hydraulics autotuning function helps achieve setpoints faster and with less overshoot.

Automatic calculation of maximum values
Another new mapp Hydraulics component automatically calculates the maximum acceleration
and deceleration values for a hydraulic drive. The
drive moves autonomously within the operational
limits defined by the user to identify the maximum
values for a given hydraulic axis. This significantly
shortens commissioning times for hydraulic axes.
The preset control parameters ensure that the
hydraulics pressure remains within the permitted
range throughout the test movements.

Highlights

<
<
<
<

No expert knowledge of control theory
required
Automatic configuration of maximum
values
Autotuning during operation
Faster commissioning
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HMI design has never
been so easy

B&R is adding numerous new functions that make
it easier than ever to create HMI applications using its web-based mapp View HMI system. HMI applications can now be more precisely tailored to
user groups or individual users.
mapp View will now support the use of gestures to
control HMI applications. Users can simply swipe
between HMI screens or use two fingers to zoom
in on the details of a trend curve, for example.
Gesture control makes machine operation faster,
easier and more intuitive. It also allows for a more

2x
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modern, streamlined UI design without the clutter
of zoom and page navigation buttons.
Two-hand operation also opens up new functional
possibilities, such as safeguarding critical input
values and preventing unintentional equipment
startup. All of the available gestures can be linked
to various UI widgets.
The right content for every client
mapp View is designed as a multi-client/multi-user system. A mapp View HMI application will now
be able to display individualized content to different users simultaneously and automatically.
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It's not necessary to program each version separately, either. The HMI developer simply defines
which user roles should be able to view and/or
modify which content. Customized HMI content
can be displayed simultaneously on different HMI
clients independently of each other. Display content can also be adapted for different types of
devices. The manager's tablet can display an aggregated overview of KPIs, while the service technician's laptop provides full access to view and
modify machine settings. On tablets, the HMI application will now also switch automatically between portrait and landscape format to match the
orientation of the screen.

B&R has implemented a new editor that provides
a clear overview of the links between data points
and user roles for easy assignment of viewing and
modification rights. Complex multi-user applications are now considerably easer to manage and
can even be modified during operation.
User-defined widgets
mapp View comes with a large set of standard
widgets, as well as themes and styles that allow
developers to adapt their appearance to the system design. Now, it is also possible for users to
create and save their own widgets. The developer
can modify the height, width and style of an exist-
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Intuitive WYSIWYG editor
Integrated page and
resource management
Direct database access

Extensive collection of widgets

Fast and easy configuration

ing widget and then save it as a new widget. OEMs
can create libraries of their own widgets to be reused for each new machine.
In addition to individual widgets, mapp View users
can also save multiple widgets as a group, for example two input fields and a button for username,
password and confirmation. This way, frequently
used interface elements can be designed once
and reused again and again with minimal effort.
In the future, users will also be able to save their
defined events, actions and data links along with
their widget groups to create small predefined
functional units that can be reused at any time.

Innovations 2017

WYSIWYG editing for entire pages
It will now be even easier to edit entire pages in
mapp View. While mapp View has already provided
a visual editor for positioning and designing widgets, this convenience will now be available for
entire pages as well. This is particularly beneficial
when designing HMI applications for a variety of
output media.
B&R also offers predesigned HMI templates for
typical applications. HMI developers can simply
open these templates in the new visual editor and
quickly adapt them to their needs.
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Real-time widgets allow time-critical input – such as commands for manual robot control – to be handled safely via the HMI application.

Time-critical operations via HMI application
Special requirements such as manual control of
robots or other motion axes require immediate reactions to operator input. To allow these time-critical operations to be performed via the HMI application, B&R will now offer real-time widgets for
mapp View.

They use special browser technology to guarantee transmission of signals to the controller within a clearly defined timespan. In many cases,
these real-time widgets can eliminate the need
for specialized handheld operating devices. There
is otherwise no difference in the behavior of real-time widgets and regular widgets, and they
can be used in combination.
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Security at all levels
mapp View uses the recognized HTTPS and OPC UA
standards for secure data transfer. In combination with the B&R's user role management system, this guarantees that only authorized users
are able to make changes. It also ensures that
data cannot be accessed from outside the system.
Vendor-independent visualization
It will now be possible to use data from any OPC UA
server directly in mapp View applications. This

makes it possible to easily monitor and operate
controllers from multiple vendors in a shared HMI
environment.

Highlights

<
<
<

State-of-the-art gesture control
Custom content
Vendor-independent visualization
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48%
34%
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32%
31%
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Item 6

30%
29%
26%

New widgets for
well-designed HMI

B&R is continually expanding the selection of
modular control elements offered in mapp View.
Called widgets, these elements are conveniently
dragged and dropped into place and then configured. B&R will be presenting numerous new widgets at the 2016 SPS IPC Drives trade show, with
around 100 more to follow over the course of 2017.

touch a section of an animated widget to zoom in
for additional information. HMI developers can implement these features without any programming
whatsoever. All they have to do is define which
data should be used.

Charts and graphs are a popular way to visualize
machine data. The new mapp View widget for advanced reporting services provides an easy way
to include various types of charts and graphs in
your HMI application.

To each his own dashboard
When creating an HMI application with mapp View,
it is possible to define which data will be visible to
which users. It is even possible to create entire
pages dedicated to a specific user group, or role.
Additionally, users will now be able to design their
own personal dashboards.

Available types include line, bar, pie and donut –
each available in either 2D or 3D. They provide a
clear real-time overview of important data and
KPIs. Based on HTML5, mapp View chart and graph
widgets can optionally be animated. Users simply

They simply select the desired content and position it on the HMI page via drag-and-drop. The
number and size of displayed elements can be
adapted flexibly to provide each user with a dashboard that perfectly meets their needs.
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With mapp View, sequences can be programmed
with the ease of drag-and-drop.

Drag-and-drop sequences
Modular production lines with frequent changeovers present a difficult challenge for developers
of application software. The ability to freely configure sequences with a new mapp View widget
promises to make things substantially easier.
During programming, mechatronic units are defined that correspond to the various modules and
functions of the machine. At runtime, the operator then simply drags and drops the individual
steps into place to create the desired sequence.
Steps can be linked in series or in parallel as
needed. Before the sequence is started, the machine software verifies that it is technically feasible. This process offers maximum flexibility for
modular machinery and processes.

Programming in the HMI application
With the new full text editor widget, simple algorithms or entire robotics/CNC applications can be
programmed in Structured Text right on the HMI
screen – at runtime and without having to use a
software development tool. The editor provides
convenient features such as autocomplete.

Highlights

<
<
<

Faster development of HMI applications
Clear user interface
Easy customization
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Two operating systems
on one device

The user defines which resources should be reserved for which operating
system in B&R Automation Studio.

Innovations 2017
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Operating System #1

Operating System #2

Automation
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Embedded

Windows,
Linux,
...
Virtual Network

B&R
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I/O

CPU Core #2
Devices
Memory
I/O

The B&R hypervisor allows multiple operating systems to run in parallel on a single
device and communicate with each other via a virtual network.

B&R is introducing a hypervisor for its automation
system. This software allows Windows or Linux to
run alongside B&R's own real-time operating system in a way where the operating systems function independently and do not influence each
other. This enables solutions such as combining
the control and HMI systems on a single device.
For the first time, the hypervisor now makes it
possible to cleanly partition a system's hardware
resources, with one or more logical CPUs, memory
areas and peripheral devices explicitly assigned
to an operating system. Even individual USB ports
can be explicitly assigned this way. At runtime,
the operating systems are logically separated to
prevent them from negatively influencing each
other's performance. Were the Windows system
to crash, for example, the real-time Automation
Runtime system would continue running unaffected.
Virtual network
The hypervisor provides a virtual network connection that allows applications to exchange data
between operating systems. Like with the usual
Ethernet interface, this is done using standard
network protocols. In place of a cable, there is a
reserved memory area that is not assigned to either operating system.

Maximum flexibility
The user configures the hypervisor and assigns
hardware resources in the B&R Automation Studio
software development environment. The configurations are defined separately for each system,
giving the customer maximum flexibility in how
resources are assigned. The operating systems
used are standard versions; no special versions or
distributions are required. Whereas previous parallelization solutions were tailored to a specific
Windows version, B&R's hypervisor is completely
independent of which operating systems are
used. Updates are just as straightforward as with
a conventional solution using one operating system.

Highlights

<
<
<
<
<

Linux or Windows run parallel to Automation Runtime
All resources can be explicitly assigned
All operating system functions are available
Real-time capability is not impaired
Operating system updates are no problem
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More functions for OPC UA

UA_MonitoredItemAddList
BOOL
DWORD
UINT
ARRAY OF DWORD
ARRAY OF UANodeAdditionalInfo
TIME
ARRAY OF STRING
ARRAY OF UAMonitoringParameter
ARRAY OF BOOL
ARRAY OF UINT
ARRAY OF DT
ARRAY OF DWORD

Execute

Done

BOOL

SubscriptionHdl

Busy

BOOL

NodeHdlCount

Error

BOOL

NodeHdls

ErrorID

NodeAddInfos
Timeout
Variables
MonitoringSettings

RemainingValueCount

TimeStamps
NodeQualityIDs

ARRAY OF UAMonitoringParameter
ARRAY OF BOOL
ARRAY OF UINT
ARRAY OF DT
ARRAY OF DWORD

mance optimization through additional function
blocks. Function blocks UAClt_ReadBulk() and UAClt_WriteBulk(), for example, provide high-performance data transfer to fully utilize the potential
of the B&R system.

B&R worked closely with the PLCopen TC4 technical committee to develop the specifications for
version 1.1 of the OPC UA function blocks, which
further expands and optimizes the functionality of
OPC UA clients.
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ARRAY OF STRING

RemainingValueCount

NodeQualityIDs

PLCopen blocks are open for implementation by
any manufacturer. Since it must be designed for
compatibility with so many different PLC systems,
there is always some room for further perfor-

ARRAY OF DWORD

Variables

ValuesChanged

TimeStamps

B&R continues to integrate OPC UA more extensively into its automation solutions. Of the 16
newest PLCopen function blocks for OPC UA, the
majority have already been implemented. B&R has
also developed new blocks that further optimize
the performance of OPC UA on B&R hardware.

ARRAY OF DWORD

MonitoredItemHdls

MonitoringSettings

ValuesChanged

DWORD

NodeErrorIDs

Highlights

<
<
<
<

More OPC UA functions
Vendor-independent standard
Newest functions already implemented
Maximized performance
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Deterministic resource utilization
In applications with very large numbers of OPC UA
clients, requests may sometimes occupy memory
that is needed for the application. B&R now offers
a way to limit the resource utilization of OPC UA
clients.
A B&R automation system generally allows dynamic memory allocation for OPC UA. In other
words, if a client requests additional memory, it is
assigned automatically. Yet, if there is no limit to
the amount of memory that can be requested, it is
possible that insufficient memory will be available
for other parts of the program – in the worst case
causing the system to abort execution.

That's why the Automation Studio software development environment allows the number of sessions and subscriptions to be limited. This ensures that the deterministic behavior of the
overall system is upheld at all times.

Highlights

<
<
<

System stability
Guaranteed deterministic behavior
Fully customizable
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With B&R automation solutions and OPC UA, performing trend analysis on historical data is now even easier and more efficient.
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Historical data on the server

OPC UA clients can query and store data from an
OPC UA server at any time in order to do things like
generate trends. B&R now offers the additional
option of having the OPC UA server store historical
data itself. A client can then retrieve the collected data all at once so that it doesn't have to be
online all the time.

Highlights

<
<
<

OPC UA server saves historical data
Client doesn't have to be online
Reduced network traffic

In Automation Studio, it is possible to configure
which of the server's OPC UA nodes should be
stored in the history buffer. The data rate and size
of the memory can also be defined.
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Dynamic methods
for machine options

UA_Methods can now also be generated dynamically on the controller. This makes it easier to integrate machinery with a variety of expansion
options into an OPC UA network.
An OPC UA client uses methods to instruct an OPC
UA server to execute a specific action, such as
passing a workpiece and all of its data from one
part of the machine to another. Until now, it has
only been possible to program the calling of
methods in the development environment.

OPC UA Client
Call Move_Reel()
Call Start_Feeder()
Call Stop_Feeder()

Highlights

<
<
<

More flexibility
Dynamic methods
Manage machine options with ease
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PLC
Machine Option 1
Move_Reel()
{
...
}

Machine Option 2
Start_Feeder()
{
...
}
Stop_Feeder()
{
...
}
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Configurable security

The OPC UA concept provides numerous options
for ensuring data security. In accordance with OPC
UA specifications, B&R has implemented functions for encryption and digital signatures as well
as access protection using either username/
password or certificates. It's also possible to
block certain safety functions that don't meet
specific requirements from being used when programming the application.
In the B&R Automation Studio software development environment, this is done by selecting which
security policies, message modes and authentication mechanisms are permitted and which are

forbidden. Doing so can prevent a client with security policy "Basic128Rsa15" from connecting to
a server, since this policy is no longer deemed
secure. In this way, the security of the OPC UA system
can be configured individually for each machine.

Highlights

<
<
<

Maximum security
Individual customization
Can be modified at any time
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Next generation industrial
transport technology

Innovations 2017
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The SuperTrak transport system from B&R enables advanced manufacturing concepts for flexible, efficient production at any batch size. Programming takes place in the Automation Studio
software development environment.
SuperTrak has been specially developed for 24/7
operation in harsh industrial environments. The
system is reliable, safe and remarkably service-friendly. Individual segments and shuttles
can easily be replaced without having to disas-

semble the track. This results in a very low mean
repair time and increases the productivity of the
entire plant.
Seamless integration of CNC and robotics
With exceptional system availability and real-time synchronization of all types of servo
axes, including those used by CNC and robotics
systems, high-quality production output is
guaranteed. Shuttles, robots and other
CNC-controlled components can be effectively
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SuperTrak segments and shuttles can easily be replaced without having to disassemble the track.

integrated to form an automated production
unit. For communication, B&R relies on the Ethernet-based POWERLINK protocol, which can
handle the synchronization of the axes in hard
real time.

There's no longer any need for collection zones
or conveyor belts to speed up and slow down
products since each item can be moved through
the line at a defined speed. The individual shuttles can be controlled via CNC channels.

Drastically reduced footprint
Through comprehensive integration, SuperTrak
allows for a considerable reduction in production line footprint. Products are guided through
every stage of the production process by an
intelligent system. Each product is handled individually, so they no longer collide in buffer
zones and on conveyor belts. This eliminates a
primary source of damaged products and substantially increases the quality of production
output.

Rapid changeover
SuperTrak optimizes the changeover times for
different products manufactured on the same
line. As soon as the operator chooses a different option on the operator panel, the transport
system automatically switches over to the new
product. Extended downtime for mechanical
changeover between products is either reduced substantially or eliminated entirely. With
its high load capacity, SuperTrak can handle
extremely heavy products as well.
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Each shuttle is controlled individually.

Programmed in Automation Studio
Like all B&R solutions, SuperTrak is programmed
in the Automation Studio software development environment. Programmers can take advantage of ready-to-use libraries and function
blocks to configure the shuttles.

Highlights

<
<
<
<
<
<

Low-maintenance, robust design
Reliable 24/7 operation in harsh
environments
Very high loads
Precise product positioning
External axes synchronized in hard real
time
CNC and robot integration

With a high load capacity the shuttles can also
transport heavy products.
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Easy integration in higher-level systems
Like all B&R's products, SuperTrak is fully integrated in B&R automation solutions. This high
degree of integration eliminates system discontinuities and opens up all options when putting together a complete system.

Model number

The transport system is controlled by a powerful
Automation PC, which functions as a centralized
controller that is also capable of handling all
other automation tasks. This system architecture also makes it easy to integrate SuperTrak
into higher-level systems without requiring additional interfaces or bus controllers.

Shuttle
assembled
Shuttle assembliert

8G3ASA.2A.A000-1

Assembled shuttle

8G3AP0.00.0100-1

Motor power supply

8G3AM1.0A.A000-1

Straight segment, length 1000 mm

8G3AM2.0A.A000-1

Curved segment 180°, length 1000 mm

Additional components for the SuperTrak system are available from B&R. Users can tailor the transport system directly to their
production requirements.
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Fast and easy
motion control programming

With mapp Motion, B&R provides a completely
new approach to motion control programming.
This solution includes components for controlling
single-axis movements as well as CNC and robotics applications. As part of the mapp software
framework, the new motion components can be
combined as needed and easily configured. Users
benefit from faster and easier project development.
With its holistic approach to single axes and axis
groups, such as robots or CNC channels, mapp
Motion makes it possible to control these different applications in a consistent way. As a result,
they can be freely combined in an application.
A complete package for all applications
B&R provides mapp components for programming
single axes (mapp Axis) as well as for programming CNC machines (mapp CNC) and robotics
applications (mapp Robotics). In addition, applications can also be programmed using PLCopen
Part 1 or Part 4 function blocks. Of course, mapp
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Motion can be used to implement all ACOPOS drive
system components.
Faster development with mapp Motion
Users of mapp components benefit from faster
and easier project development, because basic
functions have already been implemented in the
components and only need to be configured for
the respective application. With mapp Motion, the
APIs are independent of both the hardware and
technology platforms. As a result, a single application program can be reused for recurring positioning sequences or different machine variants
– regardless of the drive hardware being used.
Easy configuration
B&R also offers mechatronic templates for common configurations such as standard kinematic
chains. The Automation Studio development environment even has ready-made parameter settings for specific robot models, which include dimensions or dynamic response parameters. This
minimizes the time needed for configuration.

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

37
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Single-axis positioning
made easy

With mapp Axis, B&R provides a fast and easy way
to program single-axis positioning tasks. mapp
Axis offers an intuitive, practically-oriented approach and provides software developers with
ready-made components that simplify and accelerate the development process.

know is where the axis will be used and what it will
be used for. Individual axes can be configured as
linear or rotary axes, for example, or the developer
can set the physical units in which the axis should
do its positioning. This further simplifies project
development.

Axes are programmed in Automation Studio using
either PLCopen Part 1 function blocks or mapp
components. mapp Axis provides a complete package of precoded modules for typical single-axis
applications, including integrated alarm handling
and axis coupling, making it significantly easier for
developers to work with the drive system.

Uniform axis management
B&R's system also makes it possible to manage
multiple axes as an axis group. This is helpful in
cases where axes have a common or uniform use,
including start-up, homing or error handling functions. In the application program, axis management occurs independently of the number and
type of axes used.

Faster project implementation
mapp components help developers implement
projects faster and easier, while at the same time
making their applications more maintenance-friendly and reusable. With B&R, software
and hardware are completely decoupled, so the
hardware in a project can easily be switched out
at any time.
Configuration is practically oriented. Rather than
specific drive settings, all the developer needs to
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Highlights

<
<
<
<

Ready-made components accelerate
programming
Multiple axes can be managed in a group
Practically-oriented axis configuration
Support for all B&R and DS402 drives
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POWERLINK DS402 drives also supported
mapp Axis supports all B&R drives and DS402-compatible third-party drives with a POWERLINK interface. Developers can program DS402 drives in the
same ways as B&R drives – using mapp Technology
or PLCopen function blocks. The drives are inte-

Third-party drive

Im

po

rt

grated into the automation project just like any
B&R drive. For this to be possible, the DS402 drives
must adhere to the applicable CAN in Automation
standard as defined in IEC 61800-7-201.

.xd

d

New drive = AXIS_REF

MC_Power
&MCAxisType
BOOL

Axis
Enable

Status
Busy
Error
ErrorID

BOOL
BOOL
BOOL

MC_MoveAbsolute

Axis

Execute

DINT

Done
Busy

Position

Active

Velocity

CommandAborted

Acceleration
Deceleration
Direction
BufferMode

Axis
Error
Execute
ErrorID
Position
HomingMode
BufferMode

MC_Home
Done
Busy
Active
CommandAborted
Error
ErrorID

Application
DS402-compliant drives can be integrated in Automation Studio using XML Device Description (XDD) files and configured using mapp Axis.
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CNC applications
Powerful. Flexible. Reliable.

Y

C

C

Z

Z
R

X

X

X

With mapp CNC, B&R provides functions for developing clearly and concisely organized applications for CNC machines. With preprogrammed CNC
path control functions for basic mechanical systems such as mills or lathes, these mapp components help to considerably accelerate the machine development process.

Efficient and versatile
In the form of mechatronic templates, B&R offers
ready-made configurations for common CNC machines with three, four or five axes, which greatly
simplify project development. In addition to the
mapp components, application developers can
also utilize PLCopen-compliant function blocks.

New functions can be added using the configuration modules provided in Automation Studio, which include both geometric and dynamic
properties. Unused functions can be disabled
to maximize the performance of the controller.
Customers can also integrate extensions they
have developed themselves.

Developers can choose to write CNC applications
in either G-code or Structured Text (in accordance
with IEC 61131-3). The B&R path control solution
can be adapted flexibly to accommodate applications ranging from two-axis systems to a five-axis CNC machine.
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Easily configure lathes
With the development of mapp CNC, B&R has expanded the scope of functions available for programming CNC applications. Functions for tool
spindles, for example, are fully integrated in the
path control solution, making it easy to configure
lathes with features such as constant cutting
speed, feed per revolution or thread cutting.

Optimized and expanded path planning
The new mapp modules also offer a range of optimized path planning functions, such as fully integrated tool radius compensation with bottleneck
detection or faster program simulation. To optimize timing while also protecting the mechanical
system, the generated dynamic speed profiles
are equipped with jerk limitation.

e

e

e

e

A contour can be smoothed by configuring geometric transitions with parameters such as maximum deviation or rounding length.

Spline Interpolation - 100 µm
Linear Interpolation

100.3

100.25

100.2

Y

Smooth path movements with jerk limitation
Jerk limitation is supported by new possibilities for smoothing the programmed contour:
Well-defined geometric transitions between
path sections are easily configured using
maximum deviation or rounding length parameters. This allows arc-line or arc-arc transitions to be executed with jerk limitation and
without coming to a standstill. In addition, the
compressor module can carry out geometrically defined contour smoothing using discrete point clouds like the ones generated by
a CAD/CAM system.

100.15

100.1

100.05

100

30.24

30.26

30.28

30.3

30.32

30.34

30.36

X

The compressor function can be used to smooth
predefined contours using point clouds.

10 µm
100 µm
500 µm

100.5

Y
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Highlights

<
<
<
<

Faster development of CNC applications
User-friendly approach to the technology
Combinable with other mapp components
PLCopen function blocks can also be used

99.5

99

31.2

31.4

31.6

31.8

32

32.2
X

32.4

32.6
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33.2

Users can adjust the compressor function seamlessly between maximum contour precision (blue)
and maximum path speed (green).
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More functions, more options,
more robotics

B&R has developed a number of new components
that offer additional options for developing robotics applications. Combined with existing components to form mapp Robotics, these new functions are available in the Automation Studio
development environment. mapp Robotics offers
an intuitive, practically-oriented approach to robotics programming that simplifies and accelerates development of application software.
mapp Robotics can help reduce mechanical vibrations by implementing speed profiles with jerk
limitation. It also provides B&R customers with
configurable dynamic models to improve path
precision. These models calculate feed forward
torque values for the drives used in the mechanical system. If drive torque limitations must be
taken into account, the models can be used together in order to optimize the timing for path
planning. The required parameters are determined
through identification movements.
Workspace monitoring
B&R Automation Studio offers special configuration objects to safely monitor workspaces for robots. A permitted workspace is defined, which the
robot is not allowed leave. This space can be further restricted by specifying additional areas that
robot is not allowed to enter. It is also possible to
implement monitoring to prevent the robot from
colliding with itself or with other robots in the
same workspace. Any movements that would
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cause the robot to leave the permitted workspace
are aborted automatically.
Manual robot operation
With new jog function blocks, B&R now enables
safe and intuitive manual robot operation using a
keyboard or joystick. These function blocks were
developed with special attention to fast response
times. Safety-related limit values such as workspace boundaries or speed limits apply during
manual operation in the same way as during normal operation.
Easy configuration
B&R also offers mechatronic templates for common configurations such as standard kinematic
chains. The Automation Studio development environment even has ready-made parameter settings for specific robot models, which include dimensions or dynamic response parameters. This
minimizes the time needed for configuration.
Efficient and versatile
In addition to the mapp components, application
developers can also utilize PLCopen Part 4 compliant function blocks. Developers can choose to
write robotics applications in either Structured
Text (in accordance with IEC 61131-3) or G-code.
The B&R path control solution can be adapted
flexibly to accommodate applications ranging
from simple SCARA and articulated arm robots to
complex, synchronized multi-robot applications.
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mapp Robotics offers an intuitive, practically-oriented approach to robotics programming
that simplifies and accelerates development of application software.

System expansions
Customers can expand the functions provided by
mapp Robotics by adding modules they have developed themselves. They can also disable unused functions to maximize the performance of
the controller.

Highlights

<
<
<
<

Modular set of components
Easily expandable functionality
Use of dynamic models
Safe workspace monitoring
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Optimize drive parameters at
the push of a button
0.2

A chirp excitation signal
is ideal for optimal frequency resolution.

0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
spectrum(x)

B&R is expanding its range of autotuning functions for oscillation-prone drive systems. The automation specialist now offers automatic identification of oscillation-prone systems and tuning of
virtual sensor parameters at the push of a button.
By reducing the tendency to oscillate and shortening the settling time, B&R's intelligent closedloop control solutions help boost machine productivity.

0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04

The identification process for a controlled mechanical system involves introducing an excitation signal so that the response enables accurate modeling of the system's behavior. Selecting
the appropriate excitation signal for a given application has a decisive effect on the quality of results achieved through this process.
Choose from 3 signal types
B&R offers three types of excitation signal: PRBS
(pseudorandom binary sequence) for uniform excitation; chirp for better frequency resolution; or
1
0.8
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0

0
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double pulse for fewer load changes. All of these
signal types provide effective identification without placing excessive strain on the machine.
Tune parameters automatically
The parameters of the closed-loop controller and
virtual sensor are calculated automatically to produce optimal results based on the identified
physical parameters. Limitations to these calculations resulting from system dead time and other
side effects, such as additional resonance frequencies, are also taken into account. This makes
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To tune its parameters, an oscillation-prone system can be
excited by introducing a chirp signal.
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virtual
sensor

encoder

model based
control

Autotuning

The autotuning function optimizes
control and sensor parameters at
the push of a button.
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load on left flank
load pos.

system in backlash

load on right flank

backlash

motor pos.

Backlash is identified automatically and taken into account when configuring the control parameters.

the control system much more robust against parameter variations.
Identify significant backlash
Particularly in systems with toothed gears or
which use gearboxes for power transmission,
backlash in the power transmission system can
have a negative impact on the results of the identification process. The results can be improved
through automatic backlash identification.

Highlights

<
<
<
<

Increased machine productivity
Tuning of drive parameters at the push of
a button
Identification without excessive strain on
the machine
Also suitable for systems with significant
backlash

motor velocity

Identification of physical parameters can be problematic for systems with significant backlash. In
these cases, it is necessary to determine the
amount of backlash and compensate for it in the
identification process. To do this, B&R provides an

algorithm that – at the push of a button – calculates the amount of backlash based on the movements performed during system identification.

system in backlash

on left flank

Failure to account for backlash results in imprecise control and excessive mechanical wear.
on right flank

time
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High-performance control,
even with a sine wave filter

The ACOPOS P3 servo drive allows users to apply a
sine wave filter without impacting drive control
performance. To achieve this, B&R developers
have upgraded the drive's current control loop to
allow the machine to take advantage of the sine
wave filter while the ACOPOS P3 retains its usual
high performance.
Voltage signals from inverters and servo drives
are generally output in the form of square waves
with very high slew rates. Particularly in the case
of high-speed motors, such as high-speed spindle motors, these high slew rates result in increased motor losses and consequently require
power derating. One solution for this is to use a
sine wave filter, which offers numerous other advantages in addition to reducing the slew rate.
Better efficiency
By converting the voltage signal from a square
waveform to a largely sinusoidal one, sine wave
filters help improve energy efficiency, reduce
strain on the motor and decrease electromagnetic noise on the motor cable. They also smooth out
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the current curve, which reduces both acoustic
noise and motor losses. This in turn increases the
overall efficiency of the servo drive.
High overall performance
B&R developers mitigated the potential negative
side-effects of sine wave filters. By accounting
for the characteristic curve of the sine wave filter,
the ACOPOS P3 is able to maintain the bandwidth

sine ﬁlter

motor

load

With the ACOPOS P3 servo drive, users benefit from the advantages of sine wave
filters, including reduced acoustic and electromagnetic noise. Sine wave filters
convert the voltage signal from a square waveform to a largely sinusoidal one.
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By maintaining the full bandwidth of the current control loop, the ACOPOS P3 achieves
higher overall performance compared to other servo drives when using a sine wave filter.

of the current control loop. With a bandwidth that
is both stable and robust, the ACOPOS P3 offers
the high overall performance that users have
come to expect.
In some circumstances, other manufacturers require the current control loop to be operated at a
lower bandwidth when using a sine wave filter in
order to ensure a stable and robust control performance. This generally hurts the performance of
the servo drive, producing increased lag error and

diminishing the quality that machinery and equipment is able to achieve.

Highlights

<
<
<
<

Improved servo drive efficiency
Higher control loop bandwidth
Reduced acoustic noise
Reduced electromagnetic noise
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The perfect motor for
any application
B&R is adding two new sizes to the 8LS series of
servo motors. Size A offers extremely high torque
with a flange size of 70 mm and an extremely
compact design, while size 9 rounds off the upper
end of the performance spectrum with up to 75
kW of power. Both of these options make it possible for machine manufacturers and system integrators to adapt motors betters to actual requirements.
The compact size A motors fit nicely between existing size 2 and 3 motors. They are the perfect
choice where high torque density is needed in a
very tight footprint. The fully sealed stator allows
a high degree of efficiency as well as high continuous torque. All features of the 8LS product fami-
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ly are also available for this series. They can be
combined with any of B&R's many gearbox options
and shipped as pre-assembled motor-gearbox
combinations.
Up to 1,000 Nm
With a maximum torque of up to 1,000 Nm, size 9
motors open up entirely new applications with
high demands on power and dynamics. Even in
this largest variant, 8LS-series motors exhibit
high continuous torque, low moment of inertia
and very high precision.
Their unique characteristics make them perfect
for servo pump applications. A specially developed direct connection to the pump provides sig-
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With two new sizes, the 8LS motor series covers an even wider
and more finely graduated performance spectrum.

nificant noise reduction. The innovative shaft attachment and additional base mounting are
available as options.

Servo pumps can be connected directly
to B&R 8LS motors, which results in a
considerable reduction in noise.

Safety included
All motors from the 8LS series are offered with an
optional digital encoder and scalable safety functions. Motors up to size 7 are also available with
B&R's robust single-cable solution, which combines the cables for the motor and encoder. This
reduces cabling to a minimum and substantially
reduces installation costs.

Highlights

<
<
<
<

Maximum scalability
The right motor for any requirement
Digital encoder interface
Scalable safety functions
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Advanced servo technology
in the smallest spaces

B&R is expanding its servo motor portfolio with
the addition of the 8WS compact motor series.
These motors are designed for servo applications
with the smallest possible footprint. Potential applications include gluing and dosing systems;
grippers; measurement and testing equipment;
filling systems and robot axes.

Full functionality
The motors are shipped with a double-shielded
hybrid motor cable connected directly to the
compact ACOPOSmicro servo drives that can also
be used in cable drag chains. This allows the full
range of B&R motion control functions to be applied to this lower performance class as well.

These brushless motors are offered in four different diameters ranging from 17 to 40 millimeters.
Despite their extremely compact dimensions, they
are just as rugged and ready for industrial environments as all other B&R motors. The 8WS series
is available with IP54 or IP66/67 protection. The
largest variant is available in a hygienic design
with IP69K protection for use in food and beverage
production.

These motors are designed for 60 VDC and cover a
power range from 7 to 205 watts of continuous
power. The integrated absolute encoder has a
resolution of 4096 positions per revolution. A
multi-turn variant is in the works.
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Direct gearbox mounting
All motors in the 8WS series can be shipped with a
directly mounted 1- to 3-stage planetary gearbox.
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8WS-series motors enable servo applications in extremely small spaces.

Highlights

The seamlessly welded housing allows for a very
compact design of the motor-gearbox unit and
opens up additional application possibilities. The
highest performing variant can achieve torque up
to 12 Nm with minimal space requirements.

<
<
<
<
<

Minimal space requirements
High torque density
Hybrid cable for use in cable drag chains
Protection up to IP69K
Up to 12 Nm with integrated gearbox
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Advanced automation solutions
for mobile machinery

The modular X90 control and I/O system brings all
the functionality of a B&R automation solution to
mobile machinery as well. Customers benefit from
an easy-to-operate development environment,
high-performance real-time operating system

Agriculture and forestry
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and ready-made software components. It has
never been easier to implement automation solutions for vehicles and heavy equipment used in
construction, agriculture, forestry and municipal
applications.

Construction equipment

Municipal vehicles
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Certifications

The heart of the X90 controller from B&R is a powerful ARM processor with up to 48 multifunction
I/O channels. Standard features also include
interfaces for CAN, Ethernet and the real-time
POWERLINK bus system.
The extremely robust die-cast aluminum housing
provides space for up to four additional option
boards. They make it possible to add additional
I/O channels and interfaces such as USB, CAN,
RS485 or RS232. Option boards also simplify the
integration of functions from the B&R technology
toolbox, making it extremely easy to implement
things like intelligent condition monitoring systems.

Multifunction I/O channels
24 inputs/outputs
48 inputs/outputs

Highlights

<
<
<

Flexible and modular
For harsh environments
Part of an extensive family of products
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Powerful ARM processor

55
4 slots for option boards
Additional I/O channels
Interfaces
Specialized solutions

USB and LED status indicators under transparent service access cap

For harsh environments
50 g, -40 to 85°C, IP69K

All products in the X90 family are designed for use
in harsh industrial environments. They can handle
operating temperatures from -40 to +85°C (housing surface) and are resistant to vibration, shock
up to 50 g, salt, UV light and oil. The housing provides IP69K protection.

Efficient engineering
The X90 system fits seamlessly into the other
systems offered by B&R. With the Automation
Studio development tool and real-time Automation Runtime operating system, manufacturers of
mobile machinery can take advantage of over 35
years of expertise in control technology. The benefits range from extensive diagnostics and simulation features fully integrated in the system to a
web-based HTML5 HMI solution and interfaces to
higher-level systems.
B&R hardware and software are completely decoupled. As a result, application software is de-

INDUSTRY 4.0
INDUSTRY 4.0
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X90 controller

Function

X90 CP 174.48-00

X90 CP 174.24-00

X90 CP 174.48-00

X90 CP 174.24-00

CPU

ARM Cortex-A9

766 MHz

266 MHz

RAM

DDR3

256 MB

128 MB

FRAM

FRAM

32 kB

16 kB

Flash

On mainboard
Expandable with USB to max.

1 GB

512 MB
32 GB

I/O channels

On mainboard

48x

24x

48x

24x

Multifunction digital inputs:

Sink/source
50 kHz counter
AB encoder

8x

4x

8x

4x

Multifunction analog inputs:

0-10 V, 0-32 V
0-20 mA, 4-20 mA
Can be used as Digital In

16x

8x

16x

8x

Multifunction digital outputs:

4A
Parallel operation possible
Can be used as Digital In

8x

4x

8x

4x

Multifunction PWM outputs

4A/6A, 0-250 Hz,
current measurement
H-bridge with 2 channels
Can be used as Digital In

16x

8x

16x

8x

5V/10V

2x

1x

2x

1x

Sensor power supply
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By adding option boards for additional functions and interfaces, the user can perfectly tailor the hardware to requirements
without losing the advantages of a standard product.

Function

Quantity

Sink/source
50 kHz counter
AB encoder

10x

PT1000
0-32 V, 0-20 mA
PWM Out 10 mA, 1 kHz

4x/8x

Multifunction analog outputs

0-10 V, 0-32 V
0-20 mA, 4-20 mA
Can be used as Digital In

4x/8x

Multifunction PWM outputs

0-250 Hz,
current measurement
H-bridge with 2 channels
Can be used as Digital In

8x 4A

CAN/USB

3x CAN
1x USB 2.0

CAN/Serial

3x CAN
1x RS485
1x RS232

Option boards

Multifunction digital inputs:

Multifunction temperature inputs:

Interfaces
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Multi-Axis
Function

veloped once and can then be reused across
multiple platforms and hardware generations. Together with guaranteed long-term availability of
all hardware components, this means maximum
security for your investment.
Develop 3 times faster
An important component of B&R automation solutions is the mapp software framework. Its preprogrammed, modular components make it possible
to reduce the time needed to develop application
software by an average of 67%. And since the
blocks are tested and maintained by B&R, the
costs for maintenance and service are reduced
as well.
In addition to basic mapp components for things
like alarm monitoring or user/role management,
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Compaction
Control

Active
Damping

there are also components
available that are dedicated
solely to mobile automation.
mapp J1939, for example,
makes easy to integrate all
types of diesel engines into
B&R applications. This mapp
component is configured with just a few settings
– and without having to write a single line of code.
Regardless of the manufacturer of the engine, important data such as speed and engine temperature is passed on to the application in the proper
form.
A mapp component is also available for specific engine parameters, such as Tier 4 functions. It can be
used to incorporate all parameters of J1939-based
sensors or truck chassis into the application.

Load
Balancing
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Hydraulic
Control

Serial
Kinematics

Boundary
Control

Anti-Swing
Control

Smooth transition
to real-time Ethernet
B&R hardware for mobile automation comes
equipped with CAN and POWERLINK interfaces.
Since POWERLINK is based in part on CANopen
technology, it provides a smooth transition for
converting construction and agricultural equipment to an Industrial Ethernet solution. POWERLINK
substantially reduces network complexity and

CAN

enables entirely new system design concepts.
Centralized software management, distributed
drive control or integration of camera signals can
easily be incorporated. Complementing it with
openSAFETY adds an open source safety protocol
certified up to SIL 3 / PL e.

CAN

CAN
CAN
CAN

ETH

ETH
CAN

CAN

Real-time applications

<
<

Master-Slave connection
M2M communication

Safety and security

<
<

openSAFETY integrated
Open standard

CAN

CAN

CAN

CAN

Diagnostics and service

<
<

System diagnostics
Software updates

Fully compatible

<
<

J1939, ISOBUS
Flexible network topologies

CAN

CAN

High bandwidth
< HMI
< Video
Low cost of ownership

<
<

Standard Ethernet cables
Open and patent-free
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Power Panel T-Series and C-Series
Modern. Compact. Scalable.
B&R is expanding the Power Panel product range
and placing special emphasis on the scalability
of the T-Series and C-Series devices. The new
T-Series and C-Series Power Panels supplement
B&R's product range in both the upper and lower
performance categories, making it possible to
select just the right Power Panel for every application and every machine.
T-Series or C-Series
T-Series Power Panels can be used either with the
integrated web browser or as a VNC client. This
HMI terminal is connected to a powerful controller
via the standard Ethernet interface. The C-Series
Power Panels are both controller and HMI unit in
one. Powerful interfaces for I/O channels, drives
and communication are integrated and more can
be added as options.
Versatile
In addition to the analog-resistive touch screen
design, new C60, C71 and T50 Power Panels are
also available with a glass touch screen in order
to meet the highest demands for machine operation. Depending on the device, screen sizes start
at 4.3" and go up to 10.1". The Power Panel C30 is
equipped with two interfaces for CAN I/O and
CANopen. On C60 and C71 Power Panels, I/O channels and axes are connected via high-performance X2X Link and POWERLINK interfaces.
Robust and maintenance-free
Like the T-Series panels, B&R now also utilizes
an ARM-based processor platform for the new
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C-Series products. When selecting the processors, B&R has paid special attention to optimized
power consumption. The new C-Series panels are
fanless and therefore maintenance-free, but are
still well-suited for the extended temperature
range of -20°C to +60°C.
C30

C60

C71

Analog resistive

Glass touch screen

Glass touch screen

ARM Cortex A8

ARM Cortex-A9
600 MHz

ARM Cortex-A9
800 MHz

4.3
7.0

5.0
7.0
10.1

5.0
7.0
10.1

POWERLINK

-

1x

1x

X2X Link

-

1x

1x

CAN / CANopen

2x

optional

optional

Power Panel C-Series
Touch screen
CPU
Diagonal [inches]

Power Panel T-Series
Touch screen

Diagonal [inches]

Operating mode

T30

T50

Analog resistive

Glass touch screen

4.3
5.7
7.0
10.1

5.0
7.0
10.1

VNC / Web mode

VNC / Web mode

Power Panel C30
4.3” and 7.0”
Analog resistive touch screen
ARM Cortex A8
CAN / CANopen

Controller + Terminal

Cost
optimized
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ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

Terminal
Controller
+Terminal
ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

Terminal

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

Terminal

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

Power Panel C60
5.0”, 7.0”, 10.1”
Glass touch screen
ARM Cortex A9, 600 MHz
X2X Link + POWERLINK
ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

Power Panel T-Series
T30 or T50
4.3” to 10.1”
Multi-touch capable
VNC or Web mode

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti
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Performance
optimized

Controller

Controller + Terminal
Terminal

Power Panel C71
5.0”, 7.0”, 10.1”
Glass touch screen
ARM Cortex A9, 800 MHz
X2X Link + POWERLINK
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The smallest in its class Power Panel C30
Only slightly larger than its 4.3" display, the Power
Panel C30 has a full-fledged integrated PLC with a
1 GHz ARM processor, making it the best in its
class.
In addition to one Ethernet and two USB 2.0 ports,
the Power Panel C30 also offers two CAN interfaces. The two CAN interfaces can be configured individually and used to connect remote I/O modules or frequency inverters, for example. They
support both the CAN and the CANopen protocol.
The integrated terminating resistor is software-activated, which simplifies wiring.
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Highlights

<
<
<

Cost-effective integrated HMI/PLC unit
starting at 4.3"
2 CAN interfaces as a standard feature
Integrated terminating resistor
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Power Panel C30
Diagonal [inches]

4PPC30.043F-21B

4PPC30.0702-21B

4:3

7.0

Display
Resolution [pixels]
Touch screen
CPU
Fastest cycle time
RAM
Nonvolatile RAM
Onboard flash drive
Ethernet

Color TFT
480 x 272 (WQVGA)

800 x 480 (WVGA)
Analog resistive
ARM Cortex A8, 1 GHz
1 ms
256 MB
8 kB
512 MB
1x 10/100 Base-T

USB 2.0

2x

CAN

2x

RTC buffer time (typical)
Maintenance-free

1000 h
No fan, no batteries
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Cost and space savings made easy

The new CAN I/O bus receiver is the perfect complement to the Power Panel C30. It provides and
easy, direct connection of X20 I/O modules. The
fieldbus interface in X20 slice format is cost-effective and saves valuable space in the control
cabinet.
The X20 bus receiver serves as a connection
module between the CAN fieldbus protocol and
the B&R X20 I/O system. With support for the CAN
I/O protocol, the device is fully integrated in the
Automation Studio development environment.
This makes it extremely easy to perform configuration, diagnostics, software updates and real-time operation on the I/O node.
In addition to its core function as a CAN I/O bus
receiver, the module also serves as a power supply module for the bus nodes and I/O modules.
This eliminates the need for a dedicated power
supply module and saves space in the control
cabinet. Integrated LEDs provide continuous information about the status of the module and CAN
communication.
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Highlights

<
<
<
<

Cost-effective
Space-saving
Integrated connections for X20 I/O modules
Integrated power supply module
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More performance, more glass –
Power Panel C60 and C71
The new C60 and C71 Power Panels with built-in
controller rely on high-performance ARM technology with low power dissipation. In addition to the
standard analog-resistive touch screens, the two
new Power Panels are also available with
high-quality glass touch screens.
The two Power Panels are each equipped with a
performance-optimized ARM Cortex A9 processor.
The more powerful C71 variant has an 800 MHz
processor, while the C60 is clocked at 600 MHz.
Both variants are fanless and therefore maintenance-free and are specified for the extended
temperature range of -20°C to +60°C.
Perfectly scalable
The new C-Series devices come standard with
two USB 2.0, one Gigabit Ethernet, one POWERLINK
and one X2X Link interface. In addition to the processor speed, they also differ when it comes to
memory: The C71 has 1 GB of RAM, and the C60
has 512 MB. Between these two variants, it is
easy to select an optimal solution for any performance requirements and budget.

Cost-optimized or state-of-the-art
Analog-resistive touch screens are proven to be
reliable and for cost reasons are indispensable in
industrial automation. Nevertheless, the range of
applications for glass touch screens continues to
grow. The trend for machine operation is clearly
moving in the direction of projected capacitive
touch screens. In addition to the analog-resistive
variants, B&R therefore also offers its C60 and the
C71 Power Panels with a projected capacitive
touch screen with a glass front. Both variants offer rugged quality for industrial applications.

Maintenance free
Fanless
No batteries
Battery-backed real-time clo

Standard Ethernet
Gigabit Ethernet
For higher-level communication, e.g. via OPC UA

Highlights

<
<
<
<

Powerful ARM processor
Optional glass or analog-resistive
touch screen
Integrated POWERLINK and X2X Link
Extended temperature range
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USB 2.0
For program and system updates
Freely available for control application
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Powerful
ARM Cortex A9
Up to 1 GB of RAM

eal-time clock

Versatile
5.0" to 10.1" widescreen
Projected capacitive glass or analog
resistive touch screen

Optional connections
RS232, RS422, RS485, CAN

POWERLINK
For connection of distributed I/O modules, axes and safety
equipment with complete freedom to choose a topology

Local expansion
Connection to X20 and X67 I/O modules
Span up to 100 meters
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Power Panel T50 –
T-Series multi-touch

With the new Power Panel T50, B&R offers a modern operator terminal with glass touch screen for
web-based or VNC-based HMI. The multi-touch
capability ensures maximum convenience for operators.
This is made possible by using powerful hardware
that meets the comparatively high demands of
web-based HMI. With the Power Panel T50, both
web-based and VNC-based applications can be
implemented.
Quality design for all machines
As a state-of-the-art industrial design element,
glass touch screens offer advantages in terms of
both ergonomics and aesthetics. Integrated edge
protection safeguards the T50's glass front during
harsh everyday operation. The shallow installation depth makes the devices easy to mount in
either a control cabinet or swing arm system.
Not all types of glass are equal
Clear glass is the preferred option for accentuating a high-quality machine design, which is why it
is used as standard on the T50. Nevertheless,
there will always be situations that require an anti-glare finish. B&R ensures that it is able to accommodate customer requirements by offering
both variants.
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Easy configuration
As with all T-Series devices from B&R, the Power
Panel T50 comes with an integrated service page.
This service page opens without having to be installed and offers custom settings such as IP address, DHCP server, screen saver and much more.
Other options include definition of a custom start
screen, displaying the user's company logo, for
example. This configuration can easily be saved
on a USB flash drive and copied to other Power
Panel T50 devices.
Fast wiring
The Power Panel T50 is equipped with a Gigabit
Ethernet interface and is optionally available with
an integrated switch for simple daisy-chain wiring.

Highlights

<
<
<
<

Multi-touch capability
Web-based or VNC-based HMI
Widescreen versions up to 10.1" WXGA
Slim design
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New X20 and X67
I/O modules
Temperature measurement with NTC
B&R has expanded its range of X20 temperature
measurement modules to include a module for
NTC thermistor temperature measurement. The
X20AT4234 module is equipped with four inputs
for NTC thermistor temperature measurement. It
supports resistance measurement from 0 to 200 kΩ
and thus allows a variety of NTC sensor types to
be used.

Real-time valve control
The X20 system now includes a module for switching electromagnetic loads such as valves or
relays. The X20CM4323 can be used to switch four
digital outputs with a maximum output voltage
of 48 VDC. This module also utilizes NetTime
technology, which enables high-performance
real-time synchronization via POWERLINK with a
precision of 1 µs.

Highlights

<
<
<

For 10 kΩ NTC thermistors
4 inputs for resistance temperature
measurement
Resistance measurement 0 to 200 kΩ

Highlights

<
<
<
<

4 digital outputs
Real-time synchronization with NetTime
Output voltage up to 48 VDC
Pulse width modulation

NetTime technology
NetTime technology uses the principle of distributed clocks to allow events
to be recorded or output with precise timing. The controller is the master,
TECHNOLOGY
and local clocks in distributed systems are precisely synchronized using
POWERLINK real-time network technology. With a resolution of 1 µs, the precision of the underlying
technology is well into the sub-microsecond range. This makes it possible to assign input events
timestamps with a resolution of one microsecond or to switch outputs with the same level of precision.

NetTime
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NetTime
TECHNOLOGY
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IP67-rated Ethernet hub
B&R now offers an Ethernet hub for its X67 and
X90 systems. The X67HB8880.L12 Ethernet hub is
a standalone solution that can be used universally
as a Level 2 hub in standard Ethernet or POWERLINK
networks. Each port is equipped with a Link/Collision and Rx LED. In addition, the IP67 protection
makes them especially well-suited for harsh environmental conditions.

Faster data transfer
B&R now also offers a PCI Express variant of the
POWERLINK PCI bus insert cards. The 5LS182.8 is a
half-size PCIe module with plug-and-play capability and 1 MB SRAM. This memory can be utilized
by B&R’s real-time Automation Runtime operating
system for remanent process variables. The new
PCIe bus insert card with integrated two-port hub
can be used as master or bus controller module.

Highlights

<
<
<

8-port industrial hub (layer 2)
IP67 protection
For standard Ethernet or POWERLINK
networks

Highlights

<
<
<

Integrated hub enables ring redundancy
Plug-and-play capability
1 MB SRAM
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Advanced muting –
More options, less cost
Muting suppresses the safety reaction of a light
curtain when certain objects pass through. The
advanced muting modes available from B&R offer
new, flexible yet inexpensive possibilities in this
area. By recognizing multiple product profiles,
they now make it possible for objects of different
sizes and shapes to pass through a light curtain.
The light curtain can be used flexibly for a variety
of objects – all while providing full protection for
operators. With no need for the usual muting sensors, the solution also reduces installation and
hardware costs.

All of this is made possible by combining advanced muting functions with a network-based
openSAFETY light curtain with single-beam evaluation. The light curtain captures an object profile
and passes the data on to the SafeLOGIC safety
controller from B&R, which evaluates the data and
executes safety functions based on the current
muting mode.
Because the light curtain beams are evaluated
individually, no muting sensors are necessary. All
relevant data is transferred by the openSAFETY
light curtain. The result is less hardware and easier installation.

Box
muting
Innovations 2017
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Muting
Muting is a light curtain function that suppresses the safety reaction from triggering when certain objects pass through.
With conventional light curtains, this is handled by muting sensors located next to the light curtain that capture the size,
direction and speed of an object. This data then determines whether muting takes place, i.e. the safety reaction is suppressed, or whether the safety reaction is triggered. Advanced muting from B&R eliminates the need for muting sensors by
evaluating the beams of the light curtain individually to capture the necessary data.

Each muting mode is supported by a certified
function block that is programmed with the safety
controller. The following modes are available:
Small object muting
The function block for small object
muting calculates the cross section of
the object from its contours. All objects
that exhibit a cross section less than
that of an average person can pass
through the light curtain without triggering a safety reaction. This method
can be used for items such as beverage six-packs or luggage.

The muting modes available from B&R can be
combined to cover virtually any application typically encountered in the field. Due to the many
different permitted objects, light curtains with
advanced muting provide substantially more flexibility than previous muting methods. For example, long as well as short objects can now be
transported through a light curtain. Once installed, no more work is needed, even when
switching products.
These modes are available as function blocks in
the SafeDESIGNER editor for safety applications.
The programmer has the choice of using these
blocks individually or in combination.

Box muting
Box muting detects rectangularshaped objects and allows them to
pass through the light curtain without
triggering the safety function. This
muting mode is ideal for boxes.
Teach-in muting
Teach-in muting allows users to create
object profiles on the fly by scanning
an object with the light curtain. The
light curtain will then recognize subsequent objects of the same type.

Teach-in
muting

Highlights

<
<
<

Suitable for different object shapes
Muting sensors no longer necessary
Easy to use

Small object
muting
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Remote data acquisition
and remote maintenance

With new SiteManager models, EasyLogging functionality and a GateManager hosting service, B&R
is opening up entirely new possibilities with its
remote maintenance solution. Reduced purchasing and integration costs are just some of the
many advantages. The remote maintenance solution from B&R makes it easy to service machines
and systems anywhere in the world from your office or on the road.
The GateManager hosting service allows leasing
of all GateManager functions, which saves initial
costs and eliminates the time and effort of integrating everything into your own IT infrastructure.
Access to B&R's GateManager portal guarantees
direct remote access for servicing machines and
systems. Additional service level agreements
make it easy to tailor the GateManager hosting
service to individual customer needs.
More efficient and faster with 4G
The new SiteManager models expand the functionality of the remote maintenance solution from
B&R. The 4G/LTE model allows an even higher
transfer rate than the 3G model while also reduc-
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ing latency. This makes remote access faster and
more efficient.
SiteManager Embedded is the software variant of
the SiteManager and allows direct remote access
to B&R's x86-based industrial and panel PCs. Like
the hardware SiteManager models, the embedded
variant can control remote access to other peers
in the machine network. SiteManager Embedded
is supported by Windows and Linux.
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Secure remote data logging
of machine data

With EasyLogging, B&R introduces an even easier
way to establish and configure permanent connections to machinery. EasyLogging makes it
possible to record machine data to a central database server (log server) in the cloud or on-site.
This permanent connection between machine
and log server is essential to implementing advanced business solutions such as predictive
maintenance and monitoring of machine data and
condition parameters.

EasyLogging is configured in GateManager. The
permanent connection is set up using drag-anddrop without requiring special IT know-how.
Routing, firewalls or VPN tunnel configurations are
unnecessary. The on-demand connection established in the event of maintenance does not
interrupt an ongoing permanent data connection
via EasyLogging. EasyLogging is supported on
in-house GateManagers as well as through the
GateManager hosting service.

EasyLog client 1

PLC

EasyLog client 2

PLC

EasyLog master
Log server

EasyLogging makes it possible to record machine data to a
central database server (log server) in the cloud or on-site.
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Remote data logging
With EasyLogging, a SiteManager in the log
server's network acts as an EasyLogging master. The SiteManagers in the various machines
establish permanent connections to this master. An X20 controller can use this connection to
transmit data to the log server, for example.
LinkManager and EasyLogging connections can
occur simultaneously.

Log server

EasyLog master

Remote access & maintenance
Service technicians have the ability to connect
with machinery and equipment using software.
They can do so via a PC-based system or using
a smartphone or tablet (iOS or Android). All access is logged and archived for later traceability.

world
wide
web
Data transfer
To transfer data securely and reliably over the
Internet, B&R's remote maintenance solution
establishes a secure VPN connection. The connection to the Internet can take place via LAN,
WLAN or mobile network (4G LTE / 3G / GPRS).
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SiteManager
A SiteManager provides access to the network
via the GateManager. All hardware SiteManager
variants are equipped with integrated inputs
and outputs as well as at least one Ethernet
port. The integrated firewall on the SiteManager
controls all access to the machine network.
All SiteManager variants are configured in
Automation Studio.

SiteManager embedded
Automation PCs
Panel PCs
Operating system Windows/Linux

SiteManager 1115
Ethernet
Integrated I/Os

LAN

SiteManager 1135
Ethernet & 4G (LTE) / 3G (GSM)
Integrated I/Os

LAN

4G/LTE

3G/GSM

SiteManager 1145
Ethernet & WiFi
Integrated I/Os

LAN

GateManager with machine pool management
For efficient remote maintenance, the B&R
solution features a GateManager with integrated machine pool management. This manages
machines in the field as well as the access
rights of service staff. Machine pool management does not require any special IT know-how.
The GateManager can be purchased or leased
as an SaaS solution.

WiFi

Highlights

<
<
<
<
<
<

Diagnostics with Automation Studio and System Diagnostics Manager (SDM)
Save machine data directly to the cloud
Access the HMI application directly
Read logbook entries and application data
Change machine settings and parameters
Update programs and firmware
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Customization from batch size one

Panel Designer allows all B&R panels and the
front doors of Automation PCs to be designed individually. This web-based application makes it
possible to create professional designs within a
few minutes without any previous experience.
B&R customers receive their customized device in
series quality in less than 2 weeks. To create a
design, all that needs to be done is to select a
hardware product. The appearance is then adapted using Panel Designer – B&R's free, easy-touse software tool for creating custom panel designs. Colors, shapes and text can be added as
desired. External graphics can also be easily
loaded into the program and added to the design.
The Panel Designer provides a real-time preview
of the final result. This makes it easy for companies to ensure that their HMI devices perfectly

Panel Designer highlights

<
<
<
<
<
<
<

Unique design: any time, anywhere
Creativity with no compromises
Online and free
Intuitive user guidance
Corporate design only clicks away
Possible to upload graphics and company
logo
Support from B&R design team on request
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match their corporate design. The design file that
is created is sent straight to B&R's production.
With a revolutionary minimum order quantity of 1,
it's never been easier or more cost-effective to
create custom layouts tailored to specific machines or end users.

Advantages

<
<
<
<

Custom design for any order size
Ready in less than 2 weeks
Subsequent orders at series prices with
no added cost
Support for custom devices available
worldwide

Link to Panel Designer
http://paneldesigner.br-automation.com

Panel Designer video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxVXzrUtW30
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Panel Designer gives HMI devices your personal touch.
Create professional designs in minutes with the easyto-use web-based application.
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SAP HANA
Microsoft

OPC UA TSN and POWERLINK
for uniform communication

MQTT
AMQP
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HANA
rosoft Azure
s

MQTT
AMQP

The development of OPC UA
TSN means that OPC UA and
POWERLINK will be all that
is needed in the future to
cover all communication
requirements in industrial
production – another step
in the direction of a uniform
communication standard for
manufacturing.
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OPC server
(response)

OPC client
(request)

OPC server
(response)

OPC client
(request)

OPC server
(response)

OPC client
(request)

With a client-server mechanism, a client requests information and receives a response from a server.

OPC UA is perfectly suited to communication at
the line level where machines operate with a large
degree of autonomy. The factory of the future
looks different, however. Machines, robots and
conveyor belts can communicate with each other
in real time. They can be reconfigured, swapped
out or upgraded without having to reprogram the
application software. The concept of plug-andplay functionality is making its way into industrial
manufacturing. At the same time, perfectly tuned
sequences will reduce idle times and delay times
on individual system components, paving the way
for maximum productivity.
This is why B&R is working together with the OPC
Foundation and other automation vendors on two
extensions that aim to give the OPC UA communication standard real-time capability. The first is a
publish-subscribe model; the other is utilization
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of the IEEE 802.1 standard for time-sensitive networking (TSN).
More efficient communication with pub/sub
Until now, OPC UA has used a client/server mechanism, where a client requests information and
receives a response from a server. This system
has its limitations in cases when there are many
nodes on the network. The publish-subscribe
model, in contrast, enables one-to-many and
many-to-many communication. A server sends its
Highlights

<
<
<

No interfaces
Synchronous line communication
High clock rates possible
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data to the network (publish) and every client can
receive this data (subscribe).
Ethernet goes real time
Time-sensitive networking refers to a set of extensions in Ethernet standard IEEE 802.1 currently in development that will later be integrated into
all Ethernet components. The goal is to provide
real-time data transmission over Ethernet. A significant advantage of the TSN standard is that the
automotive industry is behind it. That means that
the required semiconductor components will be
available very quickly and relatively inexpensively.

Publisher
(server)

Publisher
(server)

Publisher
(server)

OPC UA TSN enables precisely timed synchronization from the sensor level all the way to the cloud.
Data can be distributed in very fast cycles with a
jitter of 100 nanoseconds across extensive networks with many segments. OPC UA and POWERLINK
are purely software-based protocols with stacks
that are freely available and can be ported to any
platform. The combination of OPC UA and POWERLINK
provides the maximum amount of freedom when
engineering machines and systems. What name
is printed on the controller is irrelevant.

Subscriber
(client)

Subscriber
(client)

Subscriber
(client)

With a publish-subscribe model, a server sends its data to the network (publish) and every client can receive this data (subscribe).
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Safe Line Automation –
openSAFETY meets OPC UA
Safe Line Automation

① Discovery phase

Identification of OPC UA servers with safety functions

② Validation phase

Detection and validation of the configuration

③ Plausibility phase

Safety-related check of the configuration

④ Process phase
Transfer of safe data
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Up until now, it has been virtually impossible to
implement safety technology when automating
highly modular and flexible machine lines. B&R
aims to change that by combining OPC UA and
openSAFETY to form Safe Line Automation – providing fully automated safety communication for
modular production lines.
Self-organizing safety networks will make it possible to add or remove entire machines or individual components from the machine network without having to reprogram the safety application. It
would even be conceivable to create a self-validating line.
To make that possible – while continuing to meet
all the requirements for safety and security – B&R
draws on the particular advantages of OPC UA and
openSAFETY.
How it works
When a new piece of equipment – an entire machine, individual part or even a robot – is added to
the machine network, OPC UA security mechanisms begin by establishing a secure connection.

Safe Line Automation combines OPC UA and openSAFETY to provide seamless safety throughout
integrated production lines.
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The new device then searches for other servers
that offer safety functions using the OPC UA discovery service and server capability identifiers,
which allow servers on the network to be filtered
according to desired criteria. In the next step, OPC
UA browsing services identify which functions
each server offers and which attributes support
Safe Line Automation.
In this way, any OPC UA server is able to obtain a
complete map of the network without requiring a
single line of code to be written. This completes
the first phase of Safe Line Automation – the discovery phase.
Validation check
Next comes the validation phase, where Safe Line
Automation checks whether the new component
is already known, or if it matches a previously validated safety configuration. If so, there is nothing
else for the machine operator to do at this point.
If significant differences are identified, the user is
prompted – via standardized elements in the HMI
application – to check the new configuration and
confirm that it is correct. To organize these elements practically, both the prompts and the corresponding UI elements are categorized according to the type of work being performed:
commissioning, modification or servicing. This
input is saved, so the new Safe Line Automation
configuration will be recognized automatically in
the future.
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Plausibility check
To rule out potential errors, the configuration is
now checked for plausibility. This involves verifying that attributes and devices match, whether
the configuration is plausible and whether the
network timing is correct using the proven mechanisms of openSAFETY.
The process is very similar to the checks that are
generally performed when a machine is started
up. It includes a test of whether the response
times and cycle times are fast enough to ensure
reliable execution of the respective safety functions. In the Safe Line Automation phase model,
these steps are referred to as the plausibility
phase.
Safe data transfer
This brings us to the process phase, where the
line begins transmitting safety-related process
data. The Safe Line Automation system begins
production.

Highlights

<
<
<

Plug-and-play safety technology
Self-validating lines
Maximum flexibility
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How does openSAFETY communicate via OPC UA?
The open source safety protocol openSAFETY can use any fieldbus or Industrial Ethernet network as its transport medium. The black channel principle allows safety-relevant data to be exchanged without allowing it to
be influenced by the transport protocol.
openSAFETY exchanges process data – in the form of Safety Process Data Objects – using the OPC UA publish-subscribe model. As a result, openSAFETY nodes can communicate with each other directly and achieve
extremely fast response times. During the plausibility check, on the other hand, data is queried using Safety
Service Data Objects. These make use of OPC UA method calling to avoid unnecessary traffic on the networks
and OPC UA servers.

Application layer

Discovery phase

Discovery Phase

Validation phase

Validation Phase

Plausibility Phase phase
Plausibility

Broadcast Phase
Process
phase

Unified Architecture
Ethernet TSN
openSAFETY exchanges data using the OPC UA publish-subscribe model.
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Easily integrated with POWERLINK

A growing number of component manufacturers are relying on POWERLINK for the network backbone
and openSAFETY for open, plant-wide safety communication. Vendor-independent automation solutions for
industry, agriculture and construction are easier to implement and configure in the B&R Automation Studio
software development environment.

8 times the weighing performance
Laumas now offers its TLM8 weight transmitter
with a POWERLINK interface. This makes the advantages of a digital weighing system available
directly in the B&R Automation Studio software
development environment.
The TLM8 POWERLINK is equipped with an LCD display and has eight independent input channels
for load cells. In addition to RS485 and Ethernet
ports it also offers three logic inputs and five relay outputs.
Compact safety with expansive functionality
Dina Elektronik has added a fieldbus module with
a POWERLINK interface to its SL VARIO safety system. Machinery and equipment operators can now
diagnose and monitor the programmable safety
solution with a B&R system.
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Highlights

<
<
<
<
<

Vendor-independent system design
Easy configuration
High-speed communication for mobile
equipment
Modular and decentralized systems
Safe communication

The SL VARIO central unit is a fully operational
safety system with a great variety of inputs and
outputs that occupies minimal space in the control cabinet. Some of the functions provided include: 8 safety circuits; 3 speed controls; 8 analog power and voltage inputs; safe analog data
acquisition for pressure, temperature, weight,
current or voltage. Additional modules can be
added for specialized functions.
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SL Vario

SG4 Fieldbus

Smart openSAFETY light curtains for safe
machines
The SG4 FIELDBUS safety light curtain from
Datalogic can be seamlessly integrated into
openSAFETY networks. The real-time POWERLINK
interface eliminates the need for tediously hardwiring the safety technology.
Streamlined integration, fewer hardware components and reduced risk of errors during setup and
maintenance all contribute to increased machine
availability. New safety functions in the controller
provide advanced features like blanking and
smart muting and help developers implement
more flexible safety solutions for their machinery.
With options for finger, hand and body protection
solutions, the light curtain will be ideal for a wide
variety of industries.

TLM8 POWERLINK

CDV75, ADV88

openSAFETY rotary encoder saves time and costs
The new openSAFETY version of the multi-turn absolute rotary encoder from TR-Electronic integrate perfectly into the B&R Automation Studio
development environment. By simplifying the development of safety applications, this saves time
and money. With additional savings on hardware
and wiring, the TR-Electronic rotary encoder lowers overall costs compared to a conventional
solution.
Innovative features such as automatic configuration of the direction of rotation or differential
standstill window can be loaded over the network
without requiring manual intervention. The rotary
encoder from TR-Electronic also provides preset
electronic adjustment, which allows the current
position value to be applied as the new actual
value. When replacements are needed, this feature reduces machine downtime substantially.
Innovations 2017
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High-speed communication
for mobile equipment

Mobile to cloud
The ESX-TC3G and TC1 teleservice modules from
STW are now also available with POWERLINK interfaces. This makes it easy to transfer data from
mobile equipment to STW's "machines.cloud"
platform.
In addition to POWERLINK, other wired communication interfaces offered by ESX-TC modules include a digital input and digital output, two CAN
interfaces, Ethernet, RS232 and a USB port for
service. The ESX-TC3G is also able to use 2G/3G
mobile communication, WLAN, and Bluetooth and
features a GPS/GLONASS receiver. Depending on
the version, the ESX-TC3G achieves a protection
class of IP67 or IP69K. The trimmed-down ESX-TC1
variant is available with WLAN and Bluetooth, with
WLAN, Bluetooth and GPS/GLONASS or with mobile
communication and GPS/GLONASS.
Control from a distance
Jay Electronique has added a Nemo receiver unit
featuring a POWERLINK interface that allows all of
the radio remote controls in the company's SAFIR
series to be easily integrated into B&R automation solutions.
The SAFIR series of radio remote controllers offer
a high level of protection against dust, water and
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impact. Their ergonomic design minimizes the risk
of operator errors.
The broad selection of variants ensures the perfect solution for any application. All of the units
support the Safe Stop safety function and meet
with SIL 3 requirements in accordance with EN
61508 and PL e in accordance with EN 13849. They
are also suitable for use in EX zones.
Drives for mobile applications
ADVANCED Motion Controls has added POWERLINKenabled servo drives to its portfolio for self-driving transport, construction, municipal and agricultural vehicles. The DVP series is part of the
company's DigiFlex Performance (DP) family of
digital servo drives.
DP servo drives are geared exclusively toward mobile applications and cover a wide continuous
power range of up to 12.5 kW peak for 20-54 VDC
supplies. DP servo drives for mobile applications
are offered in a vehicle-mount, IP65-rated housing to conveniently meet the demands of mobile
installation.
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Safir radio remote controls

TC1 + TC3G

DVP

X90

ADVANCED

MOTION CONTROLS
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Real-time network for Raspberry Pi –
R&D platform for schools
and universities

Engineers and students can now implement
POWERLINK masters and slaves in embedded
environments and test them immediately in the
lab more easily than ever before. With V2.3 of the
openPOWERLINK stack, design has become faster
and less expensive. The stack has been ported to
the Raspberry Pi development board and divided
up into 2 layers: one for time-critical kernel
processes and one for user processes that are
not tied to the timing.
As a pure software solution, the stack can be
scaled as needed. It runs on a wide range of hardHighlights

<
<
<
<
<

Open, vendor-independent and license-free
Scalable implementations
Fast and easy network configuration
Free open-source solution
Complete documentation
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ware platforms (FPGA, microcontrollers, x86) and
operating systems (no OS, Linux, Windows) either
with or without a real-time extension (e.g. RT-PREEMPT). As a result, it is possible to use inexpensive development boards such as Raspberry Pi for
research and project work. The stack allows slave
and master implementations, making it easy to
integrate custom embedded electronics into a
POWERLINK network.
The new architecture of the openPOWERLINK
stack provides 3 implementation variants depending on the application:

<
<
<

Pure software solution with generic PCAP
abstraction layer and standard Ethernet
controller
Pure software solution with specialized
POWERLINK kernel driver and standard
Ethernet controller
Hardware-supported solution with specialized POWERLINK kernel drive and coprocessor
or FPGA
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openCONFIGURATOR makes it fast and easy to configure POWERLINK networks as well as master and slave devices from
different vendors.

Open-source configuration
POWERLINK networks can be configured with the
open-source openCONFIGURATOR tool. This allows slave and master devices to be configured
with parameters or based on an object dictionary – something that is possible for modular
devices such as I/O systems as well. The new
version of openCONFIGURATOR is available free of
charge from the Eclipse Marketplace as an
Eclipse plug-in for Linux and Windows. Its source
code can be found at SourceForge (sourceforge.
net/projects/openconf/).

openPOWERLINK application

User space

Kernel space

Hardware

No operating system restrictions
The new stack supports coprocessor solutions
that can be used to configure deterministic networks on operating systems without a real-time
extension, such as Linux or Windows. Coprocessor support allows the full computing power of
the platform to be used for vision algorithms, for
example. The new stack now makes it easier to
integrate these types of systems deterministically into POWERLINK networks and allows optimal utilization of POWERLINK's high asynchronous bandwidth.

openPOWERLINK library

PCAP

openPOWERLINK driver

Standard Ethernet Controller

Ready for industrial applications
Thanks to the widespread use of
POWERLINK throughout industry, research projects can be converted
effortlessly into commercial applications and utilize the full performance of the real-time network in
real-world applications.

Coprocessor
The modular structure of the new openPOWERLINK
stack now allows scalable POWERLINK implementations more easily than ever before.
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The new Automation PC 910 Exceptional performance in a
modular design

The whole range of processors available for the
Automation PC 910 provide maximum computing
power for the most complex tasks. They are based
on the 6th generation of Core i-series processors
– the benchmark for top-performing PC architectures. The size of the chip has been reduced to an
impressive 14 nanometers. A new microarchitecture with the graphics unit integrated directly in
the CPU provides a considerable leap in performance over previous generations of Core i processors. Graphics performance has also been improved with the addition of support for DirectX 12.

With state-of-the-art PC components, the
Automation PC 910 ensures many years of availability. The PC infrastructure has been streamlined for maximum computing performance and
optimal data throughput. The APC910 takes advantage of modular accessory components such as
interface modules and mass storage devices (hard
disk, SSD, CFast card) that considerably simplify
stock management. It is not necessary to make
continuous adjustments to the PC hardware over
time, which adds up to its own cost advantages.
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Future proof
The Automation PC 910 system platform has a
completely modular design that allows it to be individually adapted to a wide range of applications.
With data storage options ranging from SSD to
CFast, slots for both PCI and PCI Express and an
integrated UPS, there are virtually no limits to
what you can do.
Modular panels
The Automation PC 910 is designed to operate remote panels. The uniform Automation Panel platform can be connected to an Automation PC via
DVI, Smart Display Link or Smart Display Link 3 by
equipping it with the corresponding receiver module. The front of the Automation Panel is a premium-quality projected capacitive touch screen,
available in sizes up to 24" with Full HD resolution.
The displays are equipped with long-lasting, power-saving LED backlights. The modern device design has also been applied to the traditional 4:3
form factor. Automation Panels are equipped with
an analog resistive touch screen up to 19".
The edge-to-edge, anti-glare glass surface and
brilliant, high-resolution display represent the ultimate in sophisticated operator panel technology. This new series is available with mounting options for a control cabinet cutout or swing arm.

Fanless operation that meets high demands
Many variants of the Automation PC 910 provide
the option of operation without the use of fans.
When this feature is combined with CFast cards
and SSDs, the PC system is completely free of rotating parts – a huge advantage when it comes to
maintenance-free operation. The Automation PC
910 cooling system has been designed to transfer
heat out of the housing with optimal efficiency. As
processors shrink in size, heat is generated on a
smaller surface area. To deal with this, heat pipes
are the best way to provide maximum heat dissipation. To deliver optimal results with fanless operation, the Automation PC 910 heat sink design
has been optimized through an extensive evaluation process using simulated models.
Optimized air circulation
The honeycomb openings on the housing panels
provide the perfect combination of air circulation
and structural rigidity. Selected processors are
even able to operate without fans. The fanless
variants of the Automation PC 910 thus deliver
performance that used to only be possible with
fans. In the high-end range, quad-core processors can be used with fan cooling. Air is precisely
circulated through the integrated cooling fins.
Until now, these performance values were impossible to achieve for such compact PC constructions.

2nd panel option
2nd panel option

1 PCI / PCI Express slot
Innovations 2017

2 PCI / PCI Express slots

5 PCI / PCI Express slots
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2 modular interfaces
RS232/422/485
CAN/UPS/Audio/SRAM

SDL/DVI/Monitor
Up to 5 PCI /
PCI Express slots

Display Port
RS232
2 x Ethernet
10/100/1000
4 x USB 3.0

Smart Display Link 3
Single cable to easily connect
operator panels, compatible with
all Automation Panels in the field
Fanless
Same base device can be operated
with or without a fan – maximum
flexibility for all users
HDD & SSD
More than enough storage space
with hard disk and solid-state
drives
CFast
Combines the shape and dimensions of CompactFlash cards with
the faster SATA interface
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Highlights:

<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

Intel Core i-series processors
Intel Celeron processors
Manufactured using state-of-the-art
14 nm process
Maximum CPU performance
Minimum power consumption
Up to 4 cores
Maximum graphics performance
DirectX 12, OpenGL 3.1, OpenCL 1.1
Intel Turbo Boost Technology
Intel Hyper-Threading Technology
Highly efficient energy management
Multi-touch panels (projected capacitive)
Single-touch panels (analog resistive)
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Celeron G3900E
Cores

Core i3 6100E

Core i5 6640EQ

2

2

2

2

4

Clock frequency

1.6 GHz

2.4 GHz

1.9 GHz

2.7 GHz

2.7 GHz

Graphics

Intel HD
Graphics
510

Intel HD
Graphics
510

Intel
GT2

Intel
GT2

Intel
GT2

L2 cache

3 MB

3 MB

3 MB

3 MB

6 MB

Chipset

HM170

HM170

HM170

HM170

QM170

DRAM

2x DDR4
max. 2x
16 GB

2x DDR4
max. 2x
16 GB

2x DDR4
max. 2x
16 GB

2x DDR4
max. 2x
16 GB

2x DDR4
max. 2x
16 GB

Dual-channel
operation











Chipset RAID











Fanless



-



-

-
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Intuitive
multi-touch operation
HMI panels have been used for many years to provide a way for operators to control machinery and
plants. Many devices previously operated using
buttons and keys have since been replaced by
more versatile touch screen panels.
The advantages are clear: Whereas function keys
must be retagged with slide-in labels when they
are reassigned, this is possible on touch screen
displays through simple software configuration.
At the same time, HMI applications have developed over the years to provide much more logical
and intuitive operation. This not only makes interaction much faster, it also helps avoid operating
errors through the clear organization of buttons
and the ability to provide much more detailed information.

Optimized operation
Multi-touch opens up entirely new dimensions
when designing innovative user interactions.
The main advantage of multi-touch technology is how it makes operation more intuitive.
There are numerous gestures that might be
used in an application: zooming in and out
and rotating objects with two fingers,
scrolling through lists and switching to
the next screen with a quick swipe. At the
same time, two-hand gestures for critical or potentially dangerous operations
provide an effective way of preventing
unintentional activation.

Multi-touch technology

<
<
<
<
<
<

Implement innovative user interactions
Much more intuitive operator guidance
Zoom function to aid commissioning and service personnel
Two-hand operation prevents unintentional activation
Reduction of operating layers
Improved ergonomics
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Automation Panel 1000

B&R's modular Automation Panels are a fully flexible and modular platform.
The core component is the panel itself, which is
transformed into an Automation Panel by adding a
modular SDL/DVI receiver. Alternatively, using
SDL3 opens up additional possibilities for spanning longer distances and even easier cabling.
Adding a PC unit turns the same panel into a
full-fledged Panel PC with scalable processing
performance. Using the same front-side platform
reduces the amount of warehouse space required
for replacement parts. Custom variants using
Automation Panels and Panel PCs require only a
single base unit.
Uniform system platform
Dividing the system into a panel, an SDL/SDL3 receiver and a Panel PC brings considerable benefits in the field. A damaged display can be replaced quickly, for example, without having to
exchange the entire Panel PC. In this way, B&R
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has created a uniform interface that establishes
a flexible system platform for all future PC architectures. Separating the panel from the PC architecture allows users to take advantage of advancements in PC technology with much less cost
and effort by simply replacing the Panel PC with
the next generation and continuing to use the existing display unit.

Highlights

<
<
<
<
<
<
<

Projected capacitive multi-touch
Analog resistive single-touch
Widescreen formats from 7" WVGA to 24"
Full HD
Connections for DVI, SDL and SDL3
Slim design
Flexible mounting
Anti-glare surface
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24“ Full HD

21.5“ Full HD

18.5“ HD | Full HD

15.6“ HD | Full HD

12.1“ WXGA

10.1“ WXGA

7“ WVGA
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Modular swing arm systems
Fully enclosed panels with IP65 protection offer
decisive advantages when it comes to positioning
operator terminals at the most convenient locations on the machine.
The continuing reduction of control cabinets in
particular is increasing the need for input stations that can be installed flexibly. For this reason, completely enclosed Automation Panel and
Panel PC variants are available for mounting on
swing arm systems.
Simple cabling
Cables are installed through the swing arm system and connected to an easily accessible area
with IP65 protection, which makes it possible to
use inexpensive standard cables. To facilitate extremely simple handling, an installed panel can
be wired directly on the swing arm. Setting up the
device is done in the same modular way as
mounted devices. Customers who opt for Smart
Display Link 3, the latest generation of B&R display transmission technology, benefit from slim
RJ45 connectors. They are the perfect choice
when it comes to feeding through cables in extremely tight spaces, including the limited openings on swing arms.
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Easy customization
To adapt optimally to the needs of each machine,
keys and switches can be individually customized. The list of possible adaptations is practically endless, including virtually any arrangement of
standard keys, illuminated ring keys and push
buttons in various colors. Custom HMI devices are
generally delivered fully assembled. A custom
keypad module is also available.
Easy operation
Swing arm devices are available in two variants:
with touch screen or with touch screen and additional control elements. Multi-touch technology
opens up whole new dimensions for designing innovative interactions for clean, intuitively structured user guidance. Implementation of two-hand
gestures is an effective way to prevent operator
errors. Buttons, selector switches, key switches
and an integrated E-stop button provide exceptional user comfort. Side grips can be installed so
that the user can easily move the panel into the
optimal position. As an alternative to the swing
arm system, the Automation Panel can also be installed on a VESA monitor mount.
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IP65 or IP69K protection

No dirt-collecting edges

Easy to clean

High-quality, scratch-resistant housing

Optional handles
SDL/SDL3 Receiver
or Panel PC 2100

Flexible installation
on top or bottom

Display sizes 15” to 24”
Widescreen or 4:3
Landscape or portrait
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Swipe, zoom, scroll

A wide selection of Automation Panels are available for swing arm mounting. The classic variant
is available with analog resistive touch screens in
4:3 format, with a diagonal of 15“ or 19“ and XGA
or SXGA resolution.
Multi-touch systems are quickly gaining popularity in industrial environments through benefits
such as intuitive swiping, zooming and scrolling
gestures. Two-hand gestures can be used to prevent inadvertent triggering of critical operations.
Widescreen Automation Panels with projected
capacitive touch screens are available in sizes
ranging from 15.6“ to 24“ with either HD Ready or
Full HD resolution.
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Maximum convenience
Touch screens open up new forms of user interaction, yet mechanical controls continue to be
preferred for certain operations. That‘s why B&R
offers its Automation Panel 5000 with optional
push buttons, selector switches and key switches. An E-stop button can also be installed on the
swing arm device, where it is always within the
operator‘s reach.
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Reliability without hardwiring

In response to multiple customer requests, B&R is
now offering operator panels with an integrated
openSAFETY interface for transferring safety-related data. Hard-wired emergency stop, operating
mode and start buttons are no longer needed.
Setting up operator panels with numerous hardwired switches and buttons used to mean tediously threading cable after cable through the
swing arm system. With openSAFETY operator
panels, the only connections needed are for the
bus and power. This means that these systems
can be placed exactly where they are needed
without having to deal with unwieldy cable harnesses. Commissioning and service are also simplified, saving additional money in these areas as
well. The E-stop button is just as reliable as its
hardwired counterpart.

Arrange buttons and switches as needed
These customized operator panels can be tailored
exactly to any application. In addition to different
display sizes and ratios, it is also possible to
choose between various touch technologies. Just
as configurable are the number and arrangement
of buttons, switches and the E-stop button. The
operator panels are also available in housings
rated up to IP65. And to round it off, B&R offers
solutions for specific industries, such as food and
beverages.

Highlights

<
<
<

Reduced cabling
Faster installation
Powerful customization features
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Reduce alarm rates efficiently
The exploratory data analysis functions offered by
the B&R APROL process control system are now
also available for historical alarm data. This
makes it possible to identify and eliminate unnecessary alarms and notifications. A sustainable
approach to alarm management can relieve plant
personnel and improve safety.
An excessive number of alarms and notifications
can actually backfire and desensitize operators.
They may become careless about acknowledging
alarms or even disable signal devices like horns
and bells, seriously compromising plant safety.
Alarm management should therefore be included
in a plant's earliest design phases.
Clearly organized and intuitive
Operators should be able to deal with every alarm
and notification efficiently and reliably. That
means limiting their number and frequency to
reasonable levels, as well as displaying them in a
way that is clearly and consistently organized.
The APROL alarm statistics report helps users
meet these requirements. It provides key perfor-
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mance indicators (KPIs) for efficient alarm management per the requirements of EEMUA 191,
ANSI/ISA 18.2 and IEC 62682.
KPI reporting helps identify consequential and chattering alarms, providing
helpful information about the average
alarm rate per operator and unit of time.
Analysis of daily, weekly or monthly
data can provide a solid foundation for
identifying weaknesses in the alarm
system and can quickly determine appropriate measures for reducing alarm
rates.
Minimizing consequential alarms
The consequential alarm report effectively identifies cause-and-effect relationships between alarms to help minimize the occurrence of consequential
alarms. This report can also be used to
analyze alarms resulting from operator
intervention and operator interventions
carried out in response to process alarms.
Alarm reports can be viewed on any web-enabled device.
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KPI reporting helps identify consequential and chattering alarms,
providing helpful information about the average alarm rate per
operator and unit of time.

APROL alarm reports are available via the intuitive
web-based user interface that requires no additional software other than a web browser. With
APROL, implementing alarm management could
hardly be easier.
Exploratory data analysis
In addition to traditional report-based analysis
where the content is rigidly defined, the APROL
process control system also offers exploratory

data analysis. This method defines only the
sources of the data, but not how it is presented.
Reports and analyses can be customized and
modified at any time with the ease of drag-anddrop. A manager may want boiled down, summarized performance data, while a process engineer
can call up detailed information about an individual process. The data displayed can be changed,
filtered and sorted interactively.

KPI reporting helps identify consequential and chattering
alarms, providing helpful information about the average alarm
rate per operator and unit of time.

Highlights

<
<
<

Efficient alarm management
KPIs per EEMUA 191, ANSI/ISA 18.2 and
IEC 62682
Easy access via web browser
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Update application software
quickly and easily
The B&R APROL process control system's
DownloadManager now allows new software to be
transferred to multiple controllers in parallel to
minimize the amount of valuable time spent on
maintenance and unplanned stoppages.
Larger automation projects can involve as many
as several hundred controllers. To apply changes
and updates to so many instances of the application software, you need an efficient tool. This tool
must be able to reliably identify any new or modified software modules. If updating the software
will interrupt operation in any way, this needs to
be known before the download is started. APROL
DownloadManager meets all of these requirements.
Ensure maximum consistency
In the latest version of DownloadManager, sequential single-module downloading has been
replaced by transfer-module downloading. Cyclically processed software modules can now be
installed either sequentially or in parallel. This ensures that changes to the application software
(software modules) are applied with maximum
consistency.
Download in parallel
The ability to download the control software simultaneously to as many controllers as possible
can save valuable time during the engineering
and commissioning phases. APROL provides a
clear overview of the steps involved in each
download (prepare transfer module, generate,
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download, install and use). This way, users can
easily tell what is happening in the controllers at
all times.
Testing new software
Depending on the IEC language used, new software can have a varying impact on controller resources. On redundant systems, it is possible to
test a new software version on the inactive controller to avoid endangering the stability and
availability of the system with an update.
Ensure redundancy
To ensure redundancy, controllers must continuously exchange redundancy-relevant data. Any
changes to the application software must therefore be completely synchronized between the primary and secondary controller. At a glance, DownloadManager shows whether the software
versions are the same and whether bumpless
switchover is possible.

Even large automation projects can
kept up to date easily and reliably
with the APROL DownloadManager.
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Highlights

<
<
<

Ensure redundancy
Perform updates quickly and easily
Preserve consistency
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Condition monitoring
in the third dimension

It's now easier than ever to detect damage or
contamination in machinery and equipment using
the B&R APROL process control system. Vibration
measurement results are now visualized in an interactive 3D graphic to help plant operators and
maintenance technicians optimize performance.

Clear overview of FFT
Hovering over a data point shows the user a tooltip with its x/y-coordinates and timestamp. Clicking and dragging a box over a section of the diagram zooms in for greater detail. The 3D diagram
replaces the waterfall diagram previously used for
condition monitoring applications.

Calculating harmonics can help identify
which frequency is causing a vibration.
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The vibration measurement system uses a fast
Fourier transform (FFT) to identify disturbance
frequencies. The new 3D graphics make the results even easier to interpret. With multiple measurement series displayed simultaneously, changes in measurement points can be seen at a glance.
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Marking side bands helps to identify errors for specific frequencies. The user defines the base band and the
first side band manually. APROL then automatically calculates the remaining side bands.

View harmonics
Harmonics are an effective troubleshooting tool.
They can help identify which frequency is causing
a vibration.
The first harmonic (fundamental frequency) is defined manually by selecting a peak. The remaining
harmonics, the number of which can be configured, are calculated automatically and displayed
in a diagram.
Filtering out side bands
Marking side bands also helps to identify errors
for specific frequencies. The user defines the
base band and the first side band manually. APROL
then automatically calculates the remaining side
bands. The amplitudes of the side bands are dis-

played in a table as an absolute value and as a
percentage of the base band value. The bands are
identified by colored vertical lines.
These tools help users identify damage frequencies quickly and easily. Early detection of damage
and contamination helps prevent costly downtime.

Highlights

<
<
<

Simple analysis
Clear representation
Prevention of costly downtime
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Interface-free data exchange

Today's production equipment generates huge
volumes of data that must be collected and processed before it can be put to use. Traditionally,
moving this data between shop floor and enterprise-level systems has required companies to
invest time and money programming the necessary interfaces. The B&R APROL automation platform now offers a seamless, interface-free solution for convenient and cost-effective
connectivity. This has been made possible by the
integration of mapp Technology in APROL.
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With mapp, application developers can set up an
alarm, recipe or user management system in only
a few clicks. Once configured, the precoded modular software components exchange data automatically. The alarm system, for example, logs
alarms locally and then automatically sends them
to APROL for long-term archiving. Even data entered manually via an operator terminal is sent to
APROL.
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mapp Technology and APROL enable interface-free data exchange from the shop floor to higher-level systems.

Uniform user management system
Automatic data exchange works in the other direction as well. A user role system can be created
for mapp in APROL, which is then transferred to
individual machines or plants and updated with
any changes. The same applies to web-based HMI
applications created using mapp View. The APROL
Report Server prepares visualizations of the recordings in the APROL Trend System that are displayed on the machine's HMI.
Seamless configuration
The combination of mapp and APROL opens up an
unprecedented level of seamless connectivity
from the sensor to the factory automation level.
With no interfaces to be programmed and reprogrammed, users are able to respond much more
flexibly to future changes. An entire plant – from
the top level down to the individual machines –
can be designed in the APROL software development environment and then loaded onto the con-

trollers. This simplifies the engineering process
and allows projects to be completed faster.
Improved efficiency
Collected data can be conveniently analyzed and
visualized using the APROL process data acquisition (PDA) component. If necessary, processed
data can be forwarded to an MES or ERP system.
The newly gained insight can bring a substantial
boost in efficiency – whether you're operating a
small discrete manufacturing line or a large processing plant.

Highlights

<
<
<

Uniform system
No interfaces
Configuring instead of programming
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Higher software quality with
ready-made components
Two years ago, B&R radically simplified the development of machine software with the introduction
of mapp Technology. These precoded and thoroughly tested modular software components have
since been making life easier for OEMs by taking
low-level programming tasks for basic functions
off their hands. Encouraged by outstanding market acceptance in this short time, B&R has continued to expand its software framework – offering customers even greater savings while at the
same time improving the quality of the resulting
software.
mapp components provide precoded functions
that developers can quickly configure in a simple
user interface. In addition to basic functionality
like recipes and user management, mapp will now
be offering complex control algorithms, hydraulic
applications, safety functions and more.
More robust software quality
Each mapp component is subjected to rigorous
multi-stage testing, both individually and in combination with other components. This in turn improves the quality of application software they

are used to create. B&R has also harmonized the
version and release data for all of its software,
making it easier for machinery and equipment
builders to plan when specific functions will be
available. Users no longer need to be concerned
with dependencies between software versions.
B&R has also harmonized the content of its software blocks to ensure uniform access to all technologies. Whether it's alarm handling, axis control
or a complex hydraulics control loop – the uniform
interface places every mapp function no more
than a few clicks away.
How mapp works
Each mapp component is a self-contained unit
that can be freely combined with any IEC 61131
programming language, C and C++. Multiple mapp
components in a client/server network are linked
automatically by mapp Links, which coordinate all
necessary data exchange without requiring a single new line of code. As a result, the user can
dedicate considerably fewer resources to programming and software maintenance.

mapp components are available for the following areas:

<
<
<
<

mapp View: web-based HMI
mapp Services: including user management, audit trail and recipe management
mapp Motion: axis movements, CNC, robotics
mapp Control: closed-loop control functions
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More service functions
for machinery and equipment

With mapp Services, B&R offers modular software
blocks that handle the basic functions of machinery and equipment. At SPS IPC Drives 2016, B&R
will be presenting numerous new components,

including functions for automated text messaging, simplified machine software updates and
handling of machine options.

Easy options management
OEMs now have a much easier way
of managing the many variants
of their machines. With mapp
CodeBox, they can program options in ladder logic without affecting the machine's primary application.

Having the software for individual options decoupled from the primary application offers numerous
advantages. For one thing, it ensures that you're
not introducing errors into the system when you
implement new options or customizations. It also
greatly simplifies the task of managing all the different variants of your machine.

LAD
ST

OEMs still use the development environment to
program their machines' basic functionality. In
the process, they can define which data, functions and variables are to be accessed via mapp
CodeBox. This allows the machines' special features and options to be added later using Ladder
Diagram.
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Highlights

<
<
<
<

Automated text messaging
Easy updates and backups
Program machine options on site
Add I/O modules on the fly
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Tweet

Backup

Automated text messaging
mapp Tweet allows a machine application to send
text messages triggered by specific events. Set
up with just a few clicks, mapp Tweet can easily
be connected to other mapp components via its
mapp Link. This enables the mapp AlarmX component, for example, to automatically notify a maintenance technician when an alarm requires immediate action. If the technician fails to confirm
receipt within a defined timeframe, the message

Easy updating and backup
mapp Backup makes it considerably easier to perform software updates and back up application
software in the field. Data can be transferred either on a USB flash drive or via an update server
on the machine network. No additional software is
required.

Add I/O modules on the fly
mapp IO makes it possible to add and configure
I/O modules while the machine is running without
having to use development software. This greatly
simplifies the task of managing variants of machinery and equipment.
In the case of a machine with a large number of
customized variants, the OEM programs the core
functions as usual in the Automation Studio software development environment. The additional
variants and options are configured directly on
the machine using mapp IO and then programmed

is automatically forwarded to the next defined
recipient.
mapp Tweet can supplement the message with
additional information, such as troubleshooting
instructions that allow the technician to quickly
and efficiently resolve the cause of the alarm.
This is an effective way to achieve a targeted reduction in machine downtime.

Once enabled, the backup function is then available for use at runtime. A backup may include a
complete image, the application itself or specific
machine data such as recipes or statistics.

using mapp CodeBox. This reduces the time and
cost involved in maintaining multiple versions of
application software.
mapp IO is based on XML and can import external
XML files via an interface. This makes it possible
to generate mapp IO configurations automatically
in the order system and then transfer them to the
machine. Like other mapp components, mapp IO
also includes a widget for use in the mapp View
web-based HMI system.
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Simulation On/Off

Complex closed-loop control
made accessible
B&R is now incorporating innovative closed-loop
control technology into its mapp Technology software framework. All control functions – from a basic PID controller to a highly complex crane or hydraulics controller – are accessed via a uniform,
easy-to-use interface. This makes creating applications substantially easier and faster.
Complex control algorithms are essential to the
execution of today's advanced machine processes. B&R's mapp Control components now make
these algorithms available to developers who
don't have highly specialized knowledge of control theory. Since each mapp Control component
is precoded and thoroughly tested, the effort involved in development, commissioning and maintenance is reduced considerably.
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A key element of mapp Control are the Solution
Samples, which can be loaded directly in the B&R
Automation Studio development environment.
They can then be tested using Automation
Studio's extensive simulation options, adapted as
needed and then implemented in the application.
Programming is reduced to a minimum.

Highlights

<
<
<

Easy access to complex control algorithms
Configuring instead of programming
Faster development
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mapp Temperature
High-performance temperature control solutions
like those required for extrusion or thermoforming
are still especially challenging to develop. This is
particularly true when the requirements include
autotuning, zone-synchronized heating curves,
minimal overshoot or energy-optimized operating
modes. mapp Temperature encapsulates innova-

tive control algorithms in easy-to-use mapp components that allow high-performance temperature controllers to be implemented with minimal
effort. Temperature processes can be operated
closer to their physical limits to make machines
more productive and efficient.

mapp Web Handling
mapp Web Handling encapsulates frequently
used technologies such as winder, tension and
register control in easy-to-use mapp components. mapp Web Handling makes it possible to

move web materials through a machine with maximum productivity and minimum waste. Control
loops optimized for printing, packaging and textile
lines can be implemented with minimal programming.

mapp Control Tools
Advanced control algorithms play a decisive role
in the added value that successful machines provide. The mapp Control Tools package groups
these algorithms into the categories "Basic", "Advanced" and "Expert". These packages contain
simple PID controllers, model predictive control-

lers, low-pass and Kalman filters, as well as ramp
and spline profiles. They also allow users to run
simulations directly in Automation Studio or integrate external simulation tools like MATLAB/Simulink
or MapleSim to fine tune the control loops on their
machinery and equipment.

Innovations 2017
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mapp Crane Advanced control for rotational
oscillation

mapp Crane provides closed-loop control solutions for overhead cranes with suspended loads.
To operate such systems efficiently, the motion
control system needs to compensate for the tendency of the load to oscillate. By preventing uncontrolled swinging and minimizing stabilization
time, each movement can be completed more
quickly while also improving safety for both humans and materials. Potential applications include overhead bridge (OHB), rail-mounted gantry
(RMG) and ship-to-shore (STS) cranes for container handling.
Cranes that transport payloads suspended from
sling systems are affected not only by pendulum
oscillation, but by rotational oscillation as well.
Oscillation on the skew axis is particularly problematic, because it begins very easily and is slow
to decay. B&R's new rotating pendulum control
solution is able to suppress this oscillation.

Innovations 2017

Skew

x

γ

z

mapp Crane actively controls rotation on the skew axis to
prevent unwanted rotational oscillation.

It is also able to execute a controlled rotation,
which can be helpful in cases where a payload
needs to be positioned at a specific angle. With
simultaneous control of both pendulum and rotational oscillation, payloads can be brought to their
destination with maximum speed and precision.
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Changed
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Platform
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Changes to the target position are no problem at all, even if a movement is already in progress. mapp Crane
calculates a new path automatically.

Another new feature is automatic path correction,
which adjusts for changes to the end position
while the crane is already in motion. This is an especially challenging task with regard to path
planning, because the recalculations must account for the system's oscillation dynamics in addition to its axis boundaries. With mapp Crane,
this function can now be implemented with very
little programming.

Highlights

<
<
<

Closed-loop control of payload rotation in
gantry crane systems
Simultaneous control of pendulum and
rotational oscillation
On-the-fly path recalculation during crane
movement
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mapp Hydraulics - Autotuning
for closed-loop controllers

With the autotuning function, the system automatically optimizes the control loop parameters
for the hydraulic pressure controller at the push
of a button. This boosts both product quality and
overall system performance. Optimized pressure
control parameters also help prevent damage
caused by overloading or cavitation. Using the
mapp Hydraulics autotuning function can improve
control performance by more than 50% compared
to manual tuning.
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Identification

Identification

Acceleration

Deceleration

The mapp Hydraulics autotuning
function optimizes the control
loop at the push of a button.

Speed

mapp Hydraulics provides convenient access to
open- and closed-loop control functions for hydraulics applications encapsulated in easy-touse mapp components. These components also
assist developers in the design, simulation, virtual commissioning and diagnosis of hydraulic systems. mapp Hydraulics provides numerous new
functions, particularly for variable-speed pump
drives.

Time

Tuning can even be performed during operation.
This allows the machine software to automatically recalibrate the controller following significant
changes to environmental conditions or other
factors such as load forces or characteristics.
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The mapp Hydraulics autotuning function helps achieve setpoints faster and with less overshoot.

Automatic calculation of maximum values
Another new mapp Hydraulics component automatically calculates the maximum acceleration
and deceleration values for a hydraulic drive. The
drive moves autonomously within the operational
limits defined by the user to identify the maximum
values for a given hydraulic axis. This significantly
shortens commissioning times for hydraulic axes.
The preset control parameters ensure that the
hydraulics pressure remains within the permitted
range throughout the test movements.

Highlights

<
<
<
<

No expert knowledge of control theory
required
Automatic configuration of maximum
values
Autotuning during operation
Faster commissioning
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HMI design has never
been so easy

B&R is adding numerous new functions that make
it easier than ever to create HMI applications using its web-based mapp View HMI system. HMI applications can now be more precisely tailored to
user groups or individual users.
mapp View will now support the use of gestures to
control HMI applications. Users can simply swipe
between HMI screens or use two fingers to zoom
in on the details of a trend curve, for example.
Gesture control makes machine operation faster,
easier and more intuitive. It also allows for a more

2x
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modern, streamlined UI design without the clutter
of zoom and page navigation buttons.
Two-hand operation also opens up new functional
possibilities, such as safeguarding critical input
values and preventing unintentional equipment
startup. All of the available gestures can be linked
to various UI widgets.
The right content for every client
mapp View is designed as a multi-client/multi-user system. A mapp View HMI application will now
be able to display individualized content to different users simultaneously and automatically.

15

It's not necessary to program each version separately, either. The HMI developer simply defines
which user roles should be able to view and/or
modify which content. Customized HMI content
can be displayed simultaneously on different HMI
clients independently of each other. Display content can also be adapted for different types of
devices. The manager's tablet can display an aggregated overview of KPIs, while the service technician's laptop provides full access to view and
modify machine settings. On tablets, the HMI application will now also switch automatically between portrait and landscape format to match the
orientation of the screen.

B&R has implemented a new editor that provides
a clear overview of the links between data points
and user roles for easy assignment of viewing and
modification rights. Complex multi-user applications are now considerably easer to manage and
can even be modified during operation.
User-defined widgets
mapp View comes with a large set of standard
widgets, as well as themes and styles that allow
developers to adapt their appearance to the system design. Now, it is also possible for users to
create and save their own widgets. The developer
can modify the height, width and style of an exist-
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Intuitive WYSIWYG editor
Integrated page and
resource management
Direct database access

Extensive collection of widgets

Fast and easy configuration

ing widget and then save it as a new widget. OEMs
can create libraries of their own widgets to be reused for each new machine.
In addition to individual widgets, mapp View users
can also save multiple widgets as a group, for example two input fields and a button for username,
password and confirmation. This way, frequently
used interface elements can be designed once
and reused again and again with minimal effort.
In the future, users will also be able to save their
defined events, actions and data links along with
their widget groups to create small predefined
functional units that can be reused at any time.

Innovations 2017

WYSIWYG editing for entire pages
It will now be even easier to edit entire pages in
mapp View. While mapp View has already provided
a visual editor for positioning and designing widgets, this convenience will now be available for
entire pages as well. This is particularly beneficial
when designing HMI applications for a variety of
output media.
B&R also offers predesigned HMI templates for
typical applications. HMI developers can simply
open these templates in the new visual editor and
quickly adapt them to their needs.
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Real-time widgets allow time-critical input – such as commands for manual robot control – to be handled safely via the HMI application.

Time-critical operations via HMI application
Special requirements such as manual control of
robots or other motion axes require immediate reactions to operator input. To allow these time-critical operations to be performed via the HMI application, B&R will now offer real-time widgets for
mapp View.

They use special browser technology to guarantee transmission of signals to the controller within a clearly defined timespan. In many cases,
these real-time widgets can eliminate the need
for specialized handheld operating devices. There
is otherwise no difference in the behavior of real-time widgets and regular widgets, and they
can be used in combination.
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Security at all levels
mapp View uses the recognized HTTPS and OPC UA
standards for secure data transfer. In combination with the B&R's user role management system, this guarantees that only authorized users
are able to make changes. It also ensures that
data cannot be accessed from outside the system.
Vendor-independent visualization
It will now be possible to use data from any OPC UA
server directly in mapp View applications. This

makes it possible to easily monitor and operate
controllers from multiple vendors in a shared HMI
environment.

Highlights

<
<
<

State-of-the-art gesture control
Custom content
Vendor-independent visualization
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87%
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83%
71%

Item 2

62%
49%

Item 3

48%
34%

Item 4

32%
31%

Item 5
Item 6

30%
29%
26%

New widgets for
well-designed HMI

B&R is continually expanding the selection of
modular control elements offered in mapp View.
Called widgets, these elements are conveniently
dragged and dropped into place and then configured. B&R will be presenting numerous new widgets at the 2016 SPS IPC Drives trade show, with
around 100 more to follow over the course of 2017.

touch a section of an animated widget to zoom in
for additional information. HMI developers can implement these features without any programming
whatsoever. All they have to do is define which
data should be used.

Charts and graphs are a popular way to visualize
machine data. The new mapp View widget for advanced reporting services provides an easy way
to include various types of charts and graphs in
your HMI application.

To each his own dashboard
When creating an HMI application with mapp View,
it is possible to define which data will be visible to
which users. It is even possible to create entire
pages dedicated to a specific user group, or role.
Additionally, users will now be able to design their
own personal dashboards.

Available types include line, bar, pie and donut –
each available in either 2D or 3D. They provide a
clear real-time overview of important data and
KPIs. Based on HTML5, mapp View chart and graph
widgets can optionally be animated. Users simply

They simply select the desired content and position it on the HMI page via drag-and-drop. The
number and size of displayed elements can be
adapted flexibly to provide each user with a dashboard that perfectly meets their needs.
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With mapp View, sequences can be programmed
with the ease of drag-and-drop.

Drag-and-drop sequences
Modular production lines with frequent changeovers present a difficult challenge for developers
of application software. The ability to freely configure sequences with a new mapp View widget
promises to make things substantially easier.
During programming, mechatronic units are defined that correspond to the various modules and
functions of the machine. At runtime, the operator then simply drags and drops the individual
steps into place to create the desired sequence.
Steps can be linked in series or in parallel as
needed. Before the sequence is started, the machine software verifies that it is technically feasible. This process offers maximum flexibility for
modular machinery and processes.

Programming in the HMI application
With the new full text editor widget, simple algorithms or entire robotics/CNC applications can be
programmed in Structured Text right on the HMI
screen – at runtime and without having to use a
software development tool. The editor provides
convenient features such as autocomplete.

Highlights

<
<
<

Faster development of HMI applications
Clear user interface
Easy customization
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Two operating systems
on one device

The user defines which resources should be reserved for which operating
system in B&R Automation Studio.

Innovations 2017
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Operating System #1

Operating System #2

Automation
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Embedded

Windows,
Linux,
...
Virtual Network

B&R
Hypervisor
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Devices
Memory
I/O

CPU Core #2
Devices
Memory
I/O

The B&R hypervisor allows multiple operating systems to run in parallel on a single
device and communicate with each other via a virtual network.

B&R is introducing a hypervisor for its automation
system. This software allows Windows or Linux to
run alongside B&R's own real-time operating system in a way where the operating systems function independently and do not influence each
other. This enables solutions such as combining
the control and HMI systems on a single device.
For the first time, the hypervisor now makes it
possible to cleanly partition a system's hardware
resources, with one or more logical CPUs, memory
areas and peripheral devices explicitly assigned
to an operating system. Even individual USB ports
can be explicitly assigned this way. At runtime,
the operating systems are logically separated to
prevent them from negatively influencing each
other's performance. Were the Windows system
to crash, for example, the real-time Automation
Runtime system would continue running unaffected.
Virtual network
The hypervisor provides a virtual network connection that allows applications to exchange data
between operating systems. Like with the usual
Ethernet interface, this is done using standard
network protocols. In place of a cable, there is a
reserved memory area that is not assigned to either operating system.

Maximum flexibility
The user configures the hypervisor and assigns
hardware resources in the B&R Automation Studio
software development environment. The configurations are defined separately for each system,
giving the customer maximum flexibility in how
resources are assigned. The operating systems
used are standard versions; no special versions or
distributions are required. Whereas previous parallelization solutions were tailored to a specific
Windows version, B&R's hypervisor is completely
independent of which operating systems are
used. Updates are just as straightforward as with
a conventional solution using one operating system.

Highlights

<
<
<
<
<

Linux or Windows run parallel to Automation Runtime
All resources can be explicitly assigned
All operating system functions are available
Real-time capability is not impaired
Operating system updates are no problem
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More functions for OPC UA

UA_MonitoredItemAddList
BOOL
DWORD
UINT
ARRAY OF DWORD
ARRAY OF UANodeAdditionalInfo
TIME
ARRAY OF STRING
ARRAY OF UAMonitoringParameter
ARRAY OF BOOL
ARRAY OF UINT
ARRAY OF DT
ARRAY OF DWORD

Execute

Done

BOOL

SubscriptionHdl

Busy

BOOL

NodeHdlCount

Error

BOOL

NodeHdls

ErrorID

NodeAddInfos
Timeout
Variables
MonitoringSettings

RemainingValueCount

TimeStamps
NodeQualityIDs

ARRAY OF UAMonitoringParameter
ARRAY OF BOOL
ARRAY OF UINT
ARRAY OF DT
ARRAY OF DWORD

mance optimization through additional function
blocks. Function blocks UAClt_ReadBulk() and UAClt_WriteBulk(), for example, provide high-performance data transfer to fully utilize the potential
of the B&R system.

B&R worked closely with the PLCopen TC4 technical committee to develop the specifications for
version 1.1 of the OPC UA function blocks, which
further expands and optimizes the functionality of
OPC UA clients.
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ARRAY OF STRING

RemainingValueCount

NodeQualityIDs

PLCopen blocks are open for implementation by
any manufacturer. Since it must be designed for
compatibility with so many different PLC systems,
there is always some room for further perfor-

ARRAY OF DWORD

Variables

ValuesChanged

TimeStamps

B&R continues to integrate OPC UA more extensively into its automation solutions. Of the 16
newest PLCopen function blocks for OPC UA, the
majority have already been implemented. B&R has
also developed new blocks that further optimize
the performance of OPC UA on B&R hardware.

ARRAY OF DWORD

MonitoredItemHdls

MonitoringSettings

ValuesChanged

DWORD

NodeErrorIDs

Highlights

<
<
<
<

More OPC UA functions
Vendor-independent standard
Newest functions already implemented
Maximized performance
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Deterministic resource utilization
In applications with very large numbers of OPC UA
clients, requests may sometimes occupy memory
that is needed for the application. B&R now offers
a way to limit the resource utilization of OPC UA
clients.
A B&R automation system generally allows dynamic memory allocation for OPC UA. In other
words, if a client requests additional memory, it is
assigned automatically. Yet, if there is no limit to
the amount of memory that can be requested, it is
possible that insufficient memory will be available
for other parts of the program – in the worst case
causing the system to abort execution.

That's why the Automation Studio software development environment allows the number of sessions and subscriptions to be limited. This ensures that the deterministic behavior of the
overall system is upheld at all times.

Highlights

<
<
<

System stability
Guaranteed deterministic behavior
Fully customizable
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With B&R automation solutions and OPC UA, performing trend analysis on historical data is now even easier and more efficient.
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Historical data on the server

OPC UA clients can query and store data from an
OPC UA server at any time in order to do things like
generate trends. B&R now offers the additional
option of having the OPC UA server store historical
data itself. A client can then retrieve the collected data all at once so that it doesn't have to be
online all the time.

Highlights

<
<
<

OPC UA server saves historical data
Client doesn't have to be online
Reduced network traffic

In Automation Studio, it is possible to configure
which of the server's OPC UA nodes should be
stored in the history buffer. The data rate and size
of the memory can also be defined.
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Dynamic methods
for machine options

UA_Methods can now also be generated dynamically on the controller. This makes it easier to integrate machinery with a variety of expansion
options into an OPC UA network.
An OPC UA client uses methods to instruct an OPC
UA server to execute a specific action, such as
passing a workpiece and all of its data from one
part of the machine to another. Until now, it has
only been possible to program the calling of
methods in the development environment.

OPC UA Client
Call Move_Reel()
Call Start_Feeder()
Call Stop_Feeder()

Highlights

<
<
<

More flexibility
Dynamic methods
Manage machine options with ease
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PLC
Machine Option 1
Move_Reel()
{
...
}

Machine Option 2
Start_Feeder()
{
...
}
Stop_Feeder()
{
...
}
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Configurable security

The OPC UA concept provides numerous options
for ensuring data security. In accordance with OPC
UA specifications, B&R has implemented functions for encryption and digital signatures as well
as access protection using either username/
password or certificates. It's also possible to
block certain safety functions that don't meet
specific requirements from being used when programming the application.
In the B&R Automation Studio software development environment, this is done by selecting which
security policies, message modes and authentication mechanisms are permitted and which are

forbidden. Doing so can prevent a client with security policy "Basic128Rsa15" from connecting to
a server, since this policy is no longer deemed
secure. In this way, the security of the OPC UA system
can be configured individually for each machine.

Highlights

<
<
<

Maximum security
Individual customization
Can be modified at any time
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The SuperTrak transport system from B&R enables advanced manufacturing concepts for flexible, efficient production at any batch size. Programming takes place in the Automation Studio
software development environment.
SuperTrak has been specially developed for 24/7
operation in harsh industrial environments. The
system is reliable, safe and remarkably service-friendly. Individual segments and shuttles
can easily be replaced without having to disas-

semble the track. This results in a very low mean
repair time and increases the productivity of the
entire plant.
Seamless integration of CNC and robotics
With exceptional system availability and real-time synchronization of all types of servo
axes, including those used by CNC and robotics
systems, high-quality production output is
guaranteed. Shuttles, robots and other
CNC-controlled components can be effectively
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SuperTrak segments and shuttles can easily be replaced without having to disassemble the track.

integrated to form an automated production
unit. For communication, B&R relies on the Ethernet-based POWERLINK protocol, which can
handle the synchronization of the axes in hard
real time.

There's no longer any need for collection zones
or conveyor belts to speed up and slow down
products since each item can be moved through
the line at a defined speed. The individual shuttles can be controlled via CNC channels.

Drastically reduced footprint
Through comprehensive integration, SuperTrak
allows for a considerable reduction in production line footprint. Products are guided through
every stage of the production process by an
intelligent system. Each product is handled individually, so they no longer collide in buffer
zones and on conveyor belts. This eliminates a
primary source of damaged products and substantially increases the quality of production
output.

Rapid changeover
SuperTrak optimizes the changeover times for
different products manufactured on the same
line. As soon as the operator chooses a different option on the operator panel, the transport
system automatically switches over to the new
product. Extended downtime for mechanical
changeover between products is either reduced substantially or eliminated entirely. With
its high load capacity, SuperTrak can handle
extremely heavy products as well.
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Each shuttle is controlled individually.

Programmed in Automation Studio
Like all B&R solutions, SuperTrak is programmed
in the Automation Studio software development environment. Programmers can take advantage of ready-to-use libraries and function
blocks to configure the shuttles.

Highlights

<
<
<
<
<
<

Low-maintenance, robust design
Reliable 24/7 operation in harsh
environments
Very high loads
Precise product positioning
External axes synchronized in hard real
time
CNC and robot integration

With a high load capacity the shuttles can also
transport heavy products.
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Easy integration in higher-level systems
Like all B&R's products, SuperTrak is fully integrated in B&R automation solutions. This high
degree of integration eliminates system discontinuities and opens up all options when putting together a complete system.

Model number

The transport system is controlled by a powerful
Automation PC, which functions as a centralized
controller that is also capable of handling all
other automation tasks. This system architecture also makes it easy to integrate SuperTrak
into higher-level systems without requiring additional interfaces or bus controllers.

Shuttle
assembled
Shuttle assembliert

8G3ASA.2A.A000-1

Assembled shuttle

8G3AP0.00.0100-1

Motor power supply

8G3AM1.0A.A000-1

Straight segment, length 1000 mm

8G3AM2.0A.A000-1

Curved segment 180°, length 1000 mm

Additional components for the SuperTrak system are available from B&R. Users can tailor the transport system directly to their
production requirements.
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Fast and easy
motion control programming

With mapp Motion, B&R provides a completely
new approach to motion control programming.
This solution includes components for controlling
single-axis movements as well as CNC and robotics applications. As part of the mapp software
framework, the new motion components can be
combined as needed and easily configured. Users
benefit from faster and easier project development.
With its holistic approach to single axes and axis
groups, such as robots or CNC channels, mapp
Motion makes it possible to control these different applications in a consistent way. As a result,
they can be freely combined in an application.
A complete package for all applications
B&R provides mapp components for programming
single axes (mapp Axis) as well as for programming CNC machines (mapp CNC) and robotics
applications (mapp Robotics). In addition, applications can also be programmed using PLCopen
Part 1 or Part 4 function blocks. Of course, mapp
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Motion can be used to implement all ACOPOS drive
system components.
Faster development with mapp Motion
Users of mapp components benefit from faster
and easier project development, because basic
functions have already been implemented in the
components and only need to be configured for
the respective application. With mapp Motion, the
APIs are independent of both the hardware and
technology platforms. As a result, a single application program can be reused for recurring positioning sequences or different machine variants
– regardless of the drive hardware being used.
Easy configuration
B&R also offers mechatronic templates for common configurations such as standard kinematic
chains. The Automation Studio development environment even has ready-made parameter settings for specific robot models, which include dimensions or dynamic response parameters. This
minimizes the time needed for configuration.

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti
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Single-axis positioning
made easy

With mapp Axis, B&R provides a fast and easy way
to program single-axis positioning tasks. mapp
Axis offers an intuitive, practically-oriented approach and provides software developers with
ready-made components that simplify and accelerate the development process.

know is where the axis will be used and what it will
be used for. Individual axes can be configured as
linear or rotary axes, for example, or the developer
can set the physical units in which the axis should
do its positioning. This further simplifies project
development.

Axes are programmed in Automation Studio using
either PLCopen Part 1 function blocks or mapp
components. mapp Axis provides a complete package of precoded modules for typical single-axis
applications, including integrated alarm handling
and axis coupling, making it significantly easier for
developers to work with the drive system.

Uniform axis management
B&R's system also makes it possible to manage
multiple axes as an axis group. This is helpful in
cases where axes have a common or uniform use,
including start-up, homing or error handling functions. In the application program, axis management occurs independently of the number and
type of axes used.

Faster project implementation
mapp components help developers implement
projects faster and easier, while at the same time
making their applications more maintenance-friendly and reusable. With B&R, software
and hardware are completely decoupled, so the
hardware in a project can easily be switched out
at any time.
Configuration is practically oriented. Rather than
specific drive settings, all the developer needs to
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Highlights

<
<
<
<

Ready-made components accelerate
programming
Multiple axes can be managed in a group
Practically-oriented axis configuration
Support for all B&R and DS402 drives
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POWERLINK DS402 drives also supported
mapp Axis supports all B&R drives and DS402-compatible third-party drives with a POWERLINK interface. Developers can program DS402 drives in the
same ways as B&R drives – using mapp Technology
or PLCopen function blocks. The drives are inte-

Third-party drive

Im

po

rt

grated into the automation project just like any
B&R drive. For this to be possible, the DS402 drives
must adhere to the applicable CAN in Automation
standard as defined in IEC 61800-7-201.

.xd

d

New drive = AXIS_REF

MC_Power
&MCAxisType
BOOL

Axis
Enable

Status
Busy
Error
ErrorID

BOOL
BOOL
BOOL

MC_MoveAbsolute

Axis

Execute

DINT

Done
Busy

Position

Active

Velocity

CommandAborted

Acceleration
Deceleration
Direction
BufferMode

Axis
Error
Execute
ErrorID
Position
HomingMode
BufferMode

MC_Home
Done
Busy
Active
CommandAborted
Error
ErrorID

Application
DS402-compliant drives can be integrated in Automation Studio using XML Device Description (XDD) files and configured using mapp Axis.
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CNC applications
Powerful. Flexible. Reliable.

Y

C

C

Z

Z
R

X

X

X

With mapp CNC, B&R provides functions for developing clearly and concisely organized applications for CNC machines. With preprogrammed CNC
path control functions for basic mechanical systems such as mills or lathes, these mapp components help to considerably accelerate the machine development process.

Efficient and versatile
In the form of mechatronic templates, B&R offers
ready-made configurations for common CNC machines with three, four or five axes, which greatly
simplify project development. In addition to the
mapp components, application developers can
also utilize PLCopen-compliant function blocks.

New functions can be added using the configuration modules provided in Automation Studio, which include both geometric and dynamic
properties. Unused functions can be disabled
to maximize the performance of the controller.
Customers can also integrate extensions they
have developed themselves.

Developers can choose to write CNC applications
in either G-code or Structured Text (in accordance
with IEC 61131-3). The B&R path control solution
can be adapted flexibly to accommodate applications ranging from two-axis systems to a five-axis CNC machine.
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Easily configure lathes
With the development of mapp CNC, B&R has expanded the scope of functions available for programming CNC applications. Functions for tool
spindles, for example, are fully integrated in the
path control solution, making it easy to configure
lathes with features such as constant cutting
speed, feed per revolution or thread cutting.

Optimized and expanded path planning
The new mapp modules also offer a range of optimized path planning functions, such as fully integrated tool radius compensation with bottleneck
detection or faster program simulation. To optimize timing while also protecting the mechanical
system, the generated dynamic speed profiles
are equipped with jerk limitation.

e

e

e

e

A contour can be smoothed by configuring geometric transitions with parameters such as maximum deviation or rounding length.

Spline Interpolation - 100 µm
Linear Interpolation

100.3

100.25

100.2

Y

Smooth path movements with jerk limitation
Jerk limitation is supported by new possibilities for smoothing the programmed contour:
Well-defined geometric transitions between
path sections are easily configured using
maximum deviation or rounding length parameters. This allows arc-line or arc-arc transitions to be executed with jerk limitation and
without coming to a standstill. In addition, the
compressor module can carry out geometrically defined contour smoothing using discrete point clouds like the ones generated by
a CAD/CAM system.

100.15

100.1

100.05

100

30.24

30.26

30.28

30.3

30.32

30.34

30.36

X

The compressor function can be used to smooth
predefined contours using point clouds.

10 µm
100 µm
500 µm

100.5

Y

100

Highlights

<
<
<
<

Faster development of CNC applications
User-friendly approach to the technology
Combinable with other mapp components
PLCopen function blocks can also be used

99.5

99

31.2

31.4

31.6

31.8

32

32.2
X

32.4

32.6

32.8

33

33.2

Users can adjust the compressor function seamlessly between maximum contour precision (blue)
and maximum path speed (green).
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More functions, more options,
more robotics

B&R has developed a number of new components
that offer additional options for developing robotics applications. Combined with existing components to form mapp Robotics, these new functions are available in the Automation Studio
development environment. mapp Robotics offers
an intuitive, practically-oriented approach to robotics programming that simplifies and accelerates development of application software.
mapp Robotics can help reduce mechanical vibrations by implementing speed profiles with jerk
limitation. It also provides B&R customers with
configurable dynamic models to improve path
precision. These models calculate feed forward
torque values for the drives used in the mechanical system. If drive torque limitations must be
taken into account, the models can be used together in order to optimize the timing for path
planning. The required parameters are determined
through identification movements.
Workspace monitoring
B&R Automation Studio offers special configuration objects to safely monitor workspaces for robots. A permitted workspace is defined, which the
robot is not allowed leave. This space can be further restricted by specifying additional areas that
robot is not allowed to enter. It is also possible to
implement monitoring to prevent the robot from
colliding with itself or with other robots in the
same workspace. Any movements that would
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cause the robot to leave the permitted workspace
are aborted automatically.
Manual robot operation
With new jog function blocks, B&R now enables
safe and intuitive manual robot operation using a
keyboard or joystick. These function blocks were
developed with special attention to fast response
times. Safety-related limit values such as workspace boundaries or speed limits apply during
manual operation in the same way as during normal operation.
Easy configuration
B&R also offers mechatronic templates for common configurations such as standard kinematic
chains. The Automation Studio development environment even has ready-made parameter settings for specific robot models, which include dimensions or dynamic response parameters. This
minimizes the time needed for configuration.
Efficient and versatile
In addition to the mapp components, application
developers can also utilize PLCopen Part 4 compliant function blocks. Developers can choose to
write robotics applications in either Structured
Text (in accordance with IEC 61131-3) or G-code.
The B&R path control solution can be adapted
flexibly to accommodate applications ranging
from simple SCARA and articulated arm robots to
complex, synchronized multi-robot applications.
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mapp Robotics offers an intuitive, practically-oriented approach to robotics programming
that simplifies and accelerates development of application software.

System expansions
Customers can expand the functions provided by
mapp Robotics by adding modules they have developed themselves. They can also disable unused functions to maximize the performance of
the controller.

Highlights

<
<
<
<

Modular set of components
Easily expandable functionality
Use of dynamic models
Safe workspace monitoring
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Optimize drive parameters at
the push of a button
0.2

A chirp excitation signal
is ideal for optimal frequency resolution.

0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
spectrum(x)

B&R is expanding its range of autotuning functions for oscillation-prone drive systems. The automation specialist now offers automatic identification of oscillation-prone systems and tuning of
virtual sensor parameters at the push of a button.
By reducing the tendency to oscillate and shortening the settling time, B&R's intelligent closedloop control solutions help boost machine productivity.

0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04

The identification process for a controlled mechanical system involves introducing an excitation signal so that the response enables accurate modeling of the system's behavior. Selecting
the appropriate excitation signal for a given application has a decisive effect on the quality of results achieved through this process.
Choose from 3 signal types
B&R offers three types of excitation signal: PRBS
(pseudorandom binary sequence) for uniform excitation; chirp for better frequency resolution; or
1
0.8
0.6

0.02
0

0

500

1000

frequency in Hz

1500

2000

2500

double pulse for fewer load changes. All of these
signal types provide effective identification without placing excessive strain on the machine.
Tune parameters automatically
The parameters of the closed-loop controller and
virtual sensor are calculated automatically to produce optimal results based on the identified
physical parameters. Limitations to these calculations resulting from system dead time and other
side effects, such as additional resonance frequencies, are also taken into account. This makes

excitation signal − x

0.4
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0.2
0
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speed
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current
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To tune its parameters, an oscillation-prone system can be
excited by introducing a chirp signal.
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virtual
sensor

encoder

model based
control

Autotuning

The autotuning function optimizes
control and sensor parameters at
the push of a button.
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load on left flank
load pos.

system in backlash

load on right flank

backlash

motor pos.

Backlash is identified automatically and taken into account when configuring the control parameters.

the control system much more robust against parameter variations.
Identify significant backlash
Particularly in systems with toothed gears or
which use gearboxes for power transmission,
backlash in the power transmission system can
have a negative impact on the results of the identification process. The results can be improved
through automatic backlash identification.

Highlights

<
<
<
<

Increased machine productivity
Tuning of drive parameters at the push of
a button
Identification without excessive strain on
the machine
Also suitable for systems with significant
backlash

motor velocity

Identification of physical parameters can be problematic for systems with significant backlash. In
these cases, it is necessary to determine the
amount of backlash and compensate for it in the
identification process. To do this, B&R provides an

algorithm that – at the push of a button – calculates the amount of backlash based on the movements performed during system identification.

system in backlash

on left flank

Failure to account for backlash results in imprecise control and excessive mechanical wear.
on right flank

time
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High-performance control,
even with a sine wave filter

The ACOPOS P3 servo drive allows users to apply a
sine wave filter without impacting drive control
performance. To achieve this, B&R developers
have upgraded the drive's current control loop to
allow the machine to take advantage of the sine
wave filter while the ACOPOS P3 retains its usual
high performance.
Voltage signals from inverters and servo drives
are generally output in the form of square waves
with very high slew rates. Particularly in the case
of high-speed motors, such as high-speed spindle motors, these high slew rates result in increased motor losses and consequently require
power derating. One solution for this is to use a
sine wave filter, which offers numerous other advantages in addition to reducing the slew rate.
Better efficiency
By converting the voltage signal from a square
waveform to a largely sinusoidal one, sine wave
filters help improve energy efficiency, reduce
strain on the motor and decrease electromagnetic noise on the motor cable. They also smooth out
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the current curve, which reduces both acoustic
noise and motor losses. This in turn increases the
overall efficiency of the servo drive.
High overall performance
B&R developers mitigated the potential negative
side-effects of sine wave filters. By accounting
for the characteristic curve of the sine wave filter,
the ACOPOS P3 is able to maintain the bandwidth

sine ﬁlter

motor

load

With the ACOPOS P3 servo drive, users benefit from the advantages of sine wave
filters, including reduced acoustic and electromagnetic noise. Sine wave filters
convert the voltage signal from a square waveform to a largely sinusoidal one.
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By maintaining the full bandwidth of the current control loop, the ACOPOS P3 achieves
higher overall performance compared to other servo drives when using a sine wave filter.

of the current control loop. With a bandwidth that
is both stable and robust, the ACOPOS P3 offers
the high overall performance that users have
come to expect.
In some circumstances, other manufacturers require the current control loop to be operated at a
lower bandwidth when using a sine wave filter in
order to ensure a stable and robust control performance. This generally hurts the performance of
the servo drive, producing increased lag error and

diminishing the quality that machinery and equipment is able to achieve.

Highlights

<
<
<
<

Improved servo drive efficiency
Higher control loop bandwidth
Reduced acoustic noise
Reduced electromagnetic noise
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The perfect motor for
any application
B&R is adding two new sizes to the 8LS series of
servo motors. Size A offers extremely high torque
with a flange size of 70 mm and an extremely
compact design, while size 9 rounds off the upper
end of the performance spectrum with up to 75
kW of power. Both of these options make it possible for machine manufacturers and system integrators to adapt motors betters to actual requirements.
The compact size A motors fit nicely between existing size 2 and 3 motors. They are the perfect
choice where high torque density is needed in a
very tight footprint. The fully sealed stator allows
a high degree of efficiency as well as high continuous torque. All features of the 8LS product fami-
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ly are also available for this series. They can be
combined with any of B&R's many gearbox options
and shipped as pre-assembled motor-gearbox
combinations.
Up to 1,000 Nm
With a maximum torque of up to 1,000 Nm, size 9
motors open up entirely new applications with
high demands on power and dynamics. Even in
this largest variant, 8LS-series motors exhibit
high continuous torque, low moment of inertia
and very high precision.
Their unique characteristics make them perfect
for servo pump applications. A specially developed direct connection to the pump provides sig-
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With two new sizes, the 8LS motor series covers an even wider
and more finely graduated performance spectrum.

nificant noise reduction. The innovative shaft attachment and additional base mounting are
available as options.

Servo pumps can be connected directly
to B&R 8LS motors, which results in a
considerable reduction in noise.

Safety included
All motors from the 8LS series are offered with an
optional digital encoder and scalable safety functions. Motors up to size 7 are also available with
B&R's robust single-cable solution, which combines the cables for the motor and encoder. This
reduces cabling to a minimum and substantially
reduces installation costs.

Highlights

<
<
<
<

Maximum scalability
The right motor for any requirement
Digital encoder interface
Scalable safety functions
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Advanced servo technology
in the smallest spaces

B&R is expanding its servo motor portfolio with
the addition of the 8WS compact motor series.
These motors are designed for servo applications
with the smallest possible footprint. Potential applications include gluing and dosing systems;
grippers; measurement and testing equipment;
filling systems and robot axes.

Full functionality
The motors are shipped with a double-shielded
hybrid motor cable connected directly to the
compact ACOPOSmicro servo drives that can also
be used in cable drag chains. This allows the full
range of B&R motion control functions to be applied to this lower performance class as well.

These brushless motors are offered in four different diameters ranging from 17 to 40 millimeters.
Despite their extremely compact dimensions, they
are just as rugged and ready for industrial environments as all other B&R motors. The 8WS series
is available with IP54 or IP66/67 protection. The
largest variant is available in a hygienic design
with IP69K protection for use in food and beverage
production.

These motors are designed for 60 VDC and cover a
power range from 7 to 205 watts of continuous
power. The integrated absolute encoder has a
resolution of 4096 positions per revolution. A
multi-turn variant is in the works.
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Direct gearbox mounting
All motors in the 8WS series can be shipped with a
directly mounted 1- to 3-stage planetary gearbox.
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8WS-series motors enable servo applications in extremely small spaces.

Highlights

The seamlessly welded housing allows for a very
compact design of the motor-gearbox unit and
opens up additional application possibilities. The
highest performing variant can achieve torque up
to 12 Nm with minimal space requirements.

<
<
<
<
<

Minimal space requirements
High torque density
Hybrid cable for use in cable drag chains
Protection up to IP69K
Up to 12 Nm with integrated gearbox
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Advanced automation solutions
for mobile machinery

The modular X90 control and I/O system brings all
the functionality of a B&R automation solution to
mobile machinery as well. Customers benefit from
an easy-to-operate development environment,
high-performance real-time operating system

Agriculture and forestry
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and ready-made software components. It has
never been easier to implement automation solutions for vehicles and heavy equipment used in
construction, agriculture, forestry and municipal
applications.

Construction equipment

Municipal vehicles
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Certifications

The heart of the X90 controller from B&R is a powerful ARM processor with up to 48 multifunction
I/O channels. Standard features also include
interfaces for CAN, Ethernet and the real-time
POWERLINK bus system.
The extremely robust die-cast aluminum housing
provides space for up to four additional option
boards. They make it possible to add additional
I/O channels and interfaces such as USB, CAN,
RS485 or RS232. Option boards also simplify the
integration of functions from the B&R technology
toolbox, making it extremely easy to implement
things like intelligent condition monitoring systems.

Multifunction I/O channels
24 inputs/outputs
48 inputs/outputs

Highlights

<
<
<

Flexible and modular
For harsh environments
Part of an extensive family of products
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Powerful ARM processor

55
4 slots for option boards
Additional I/O channels
Interfaces
Specialized solutions

USB and LED status indicators under transparent service access cap

For harsh environments
50 g, -40 to 85°C, IP69K

All products in the X90 family are designed for use
in harsh industrial environments. They can handle
operating temperatures from -40 to +85°C (housing surface) and are resistant to vibration, shock
up to 50 g, salt, UV light and oil. The housing provides IP69K protection.

Efficient engineering
The X90 system fits seamlessly into the other
systems offered by B&R. With the Automation
Studio development tool and real-time Automation Runtime operating system, manufacturers of
mobile machinery can take advantage of over 35
years of expertise in control technology. The benefits range from extensive diagnostics and simulation features fully integrated in the system to a
web-based HTML5 HMI solution and interfaces to
higher-level systems.
B&R hardware and software are completely decoupled. As a result, application software is de-

INDUSTRY 4.0
INDUSTRY 4.0
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X90 controller

Function

X90 CP 174.48-00

X90 CP 174.24-00

X90 CP 174.48-00

X90 CP 174.24-00

CPU

ARM Cortex-A9

766 MHz

266 MHz

RAM

DDR3

256 MB

128 MB

FRAM

FRAM

32 kB

16 kB

Flash

On mainboard
Expandable with USB to max.

1 GB

512 MB
32 GB

I/O channels

On mainboard

48x

24x

48x

24x

Multifunction digital inputs:

Sink/source
50 kHz counter
AB encoder

8x

4x

8x

4x

Multifunction analog inputs:

0-10 V, 0-32 V
0-20 mA, 4-20 mA
Can be used as Digital In

16x

8x

16x

8x

Multifunction digital outputs:

4A
Parallel operation possible
Can be used as Digital In

8x

4x

8x

4x

Multifunction PWM outputs

4A/6A, 0-250 Hz,
current measurement
H-bridge with 2 channels
Can be used as Digital In

16x

8x

16x

8x

5V/10V

2x

1x

2x

1x

Sensor power supply
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By adding option boards for additional functions and interfaces, the user can perfectly tailor the hardware to requirements
without losing the advantages of a standard product.

Function

Quantity

Sink/source
50 kHz counter
AB encoder

10x

PT1000
0-32 V, 0-20 mA
PWM Out 10 mA, 1 kHz

4x/8x

Multifunction analog outputs

0-10 V, 0-32 V
0-20 mA, 4-20 mA
Can be used as Digital In

4x/8x

Multifunction PWM outputs

0-250 Hz,
current measurement
H-bridge with 2 channels
Can be used as Digital In

8x 4A

CAN/USB

3x CAN
1x USB 2.0

CAN/Serial

3x CAN
1x RS485
1x RS232

Option boards

Multifunction digital inputs:

Multifunction temperature inputs:

Interfaces
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Multi-Axis
Function

veloped once and can then be reused across
multiple platforms and hardware generations. Together with guaranteed long-term availability of
all hardware components, this means maximum
security for your investment.
Develop 3 times faster
An important component of B&R automation solutions is the mapp software framework. Its preprogrammed, modular components make it possible
to reduce the time needed to develop application
software by an average of 67%. And since the
blocks are tested and maintained by B&R, the
costs for maintenance and service are reduced
as well.
In addition to basic mapp components for things
like alarm monitoring or user/role management,
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Compaction
Control

Active
Damping

there are also components
available that are dedicated
solely to mobile automation.
mapp J1939, for example,
makes easy to integrate all
types of diesel engines into
B&R applications. This mapp
component is configured with just a few settings
– and without having to write a single line of code.
Regardless of the manufacturer of the engine, important data such as speed and engine temperature is passed on to the application in the proper
form.
A mapp component is also available for specific engine parameters, such as Tier 4 functions. It can be
used to incorporate all parameters of J1939-based
sensors or truck chassis into the application.

Load
Balancing
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Hydraulic
Control

Serial
Kinematics

Boundary
Control

Anti-Swing
Control

Smooth transition
to real-time Ethernet
B&R hardware for mobile automation comes
equipped with CAN and POWERLINK interfaces.
Since POWERLINK is based in part on CANopen
technology, it provides a smooth transition for
converting construction and agricultural equipment to an Industrial Ethernet solution. POWERLINK
substantially reduces network complexity and

CAN

enables entirely new system design concepts.
Centralized software management, distributed
drive control or integration of camera signals can
easily be incorporated. Complementing it with
openSAFETY adds an open source safety protocol
certified up to SIL 3 / PL e.

CAN

CAN
CAN
CAN

ETH

ETH
CAN

CAN

Real-time applications

<
<

Master-Slave connection
M2M communication

Safety and security

<
<

openSAFETY integrated
Open standard

CAN

CAN

CAN

CAN

Diagnostics and service

<
<

System diagnostics
Software updates

Fully compatible

<
<

J1939, ISOBUS
Flexible network topologies

CAN

CAN

High bandwidth
< HMI
< Video
Low cost of ownership

<
<

Standard Ethernet cables
Open and patent-free
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Power Panel T-Series and C-Series
Modern. Compact. Scalable.
B&R is expanding the Power Panel product range
and placing special emphasis on the scalability
of the T-Series and C-Series devices. The new
T-Series and C-Series Power Panels supplement
B&R's product range in both the upper and lower
performance categories, making it possible to
select just the right Power Panel for every application and every machine.
T-Series or C-Series
T-Series Power Panels can be used either with the
integrated web browser or as a VNC client. This
HMI terminal is connected to a powerful controller
via the standard Ethernet interface. The C-Series
Power Panels are both controller and HMI unit in
one. Powerful interfaces for I/O channels, drives
and communication are integrated and more can
be added as options.
Versatile
In addition to the analog-resistive touch screen
design, new C60, C71 and T50 Power Panels are
also available with a glass touch screen in order
to meet the highest demands for machine operation. Depending on the device, screen sizes start
at 4.3" and go up to 10.1". The Power Panel C30 is
equipped with two interfaces for CAN I/O and
CANopen. On C60 and C71 Power Panels, I/O channels and axes are connected via high-performance X2X Link and POWERLINK interfaces.
Robust and maintenance-free
Like the T-Series panels, B&R now also utilizes
an ARM-based processor platform for the new
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C-Series products. When selecting the processors, B&R has paid special attention to optimized
power consumption. The new C-Series panels are
fanless and therefore maintenance-free, but are
still well-suited for the extended temperature
range of -20°C to +60°C.
C30

C60

C71

Analog resistive

Glass touch screen

Glass touch screen

ARM Cortex A8

ARM Cortex-A9
600 MHz

ARM Cortex-A9
800 MHz

4.3
7.0

5.0
7.0
10.1

5.0
7.0
10.1

POWERLINK

-

1x

1x

X2X Link

-

1x

1x

CAN / CANopen

2x

optional

optional

Power Panel C-Series
Touch screen
CPU
Diagonal [inches]

Power Panel T-Series
Touch screen

Diagonal [inches]

Operating mode

T30

T50

Analog resistive

Glass touch screen

4.3
5.7
7.0
10.1

5.0
7.0
10.1

VNC / Web mode

VNC / Web mode

Power Panel C30
4.3” and 7.0”
Analog resistive touch screen
ARM Cortex A8
CAN / CANopen

Controller + Terminal

Cost
optimized
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ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

Terminal
Controller
+Terminal
ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

Terminal

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

Terminal

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

Power Panel C60
5.0”, 7.0”, 10.1”
Glass touch screen
ARM Cortex A9, 600 MHz
X2X Link + POWERLINK
ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

Power Panel T-Series
T30 or T50
4.3” to 10.1”
Multi-touch capable
VNC or Web mode

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti

ACOPOSmulti
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Performance
optimized

Controller

Controller + Terminal
Terminal

Power Panel C71
5.0”, 7.0”, 10.1”
Glass touch screen
ARM Cortex A9, 800 MHz
X2X Link + POWERLINK
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The smallest in its class Power Panel C30
Only slightly larger than its 4.3" display, the Power
Panel C30 has a full-fledged integrated PLC with a
1 GHz ARM processor, making it the best in its
class.
In addition to one Ethernet and two USB 2.0 ports,
the Power Panel C30 also offers two CAN interfaces. The two CAN interfaces can be configured individually and used to connect remote I/O modules or frequency inverters, for example. They
support both the CAN and the CANopen protocol.
The integrated terminating resistor is software-activated, which simplifies wiring.
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Highlights

<
<
<

Cost-effective integrated HMI/PLC unit
starting at 4.3"
2 CAN interfaces as a standard feature
Integrated terminating resistor
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Power Panel C30
Diagonal [inches]

4PPC30.043F-21B

4PPC30.0702-21B

4:3

7.0

Display
Resolution [pixels]
Touch screen
CPU
Fastest cycle time
RAM
Nonvolatile RAM
Onboard flash drive
Ethernet

Color TFT
480 x 272 (WQVGA)

800 x 480 (WVGA)
Analog resistive
ARM Cortex A8, 1 GHz
1 ms
256 MB
8 kB
512 MB
1x 10/100 Base-T

USB 2.0

2x

CAN

2x

RTC buffer time (typical)
Maintenance-free

1000 h
No fan, no batteries
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Cost and space savings made easy

The new CAN I/O bus receiver is the perfect complement to the Power Panel C30. It provides and
easy, direct connection of X20 I/O modules. The
fieldbus interface in X20 slice format is cost-effective and saves valuable space in the control
cabinet.
The X20 bus receiver serves as a connection
module between the CAN fieldbus protocol and
the B&R X20 I/O system. With support for the CAN
I/O protocol, the device is fully integrated in the
Automation Studio development environment.
This makes it extremely easy to perform configuration, diagnostics, software updates and real-time operation on the I/O node.
In addition to its core function as a CAN I/O bus
receiver, the module also serves as a power supply module for the bus nodes and I/O modules.
This eliminates the need for a dedicated power
supply module and saves space in the control
cabinet. Integrated LEDs provide continuous information about the status of the module and CAN
communication.
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Highlights

<
<
<
<

Cost-effective
Space-saving
Integrated connections for X20 I/O modules
Integrated power supply module
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More performance, more glass –
Power Panel C60 and C71
The new C60 and C71 Power Panels with built-in
controller rely on high-performance ARM technology with low power dissipation. In addition to the
standard analog-resistive touch screens, the two
new Power Panels are also available with
high-quality glass touch screens.
The two Power Panels are each equipped with a
performance-optimized ARM Cortex A9 processor.
The more powerful C71 variant has an 800 MHz
processor, while the C60 is clocked at 600 MHz.
Both variants are fanless and therefore maintenance-free and are specified for the extended
temperature range of -20°C to +60°C.
Perfectly scalable
The new C-Series devices come standard with
two USB 2.0, one Gigabit Ethernet, one POWERLINK
and one X2X Link interface. In addition to the processor speed, they also differ when it comes to
memory: The C71 has 1 GB of RAM, and the C60
has 512 MB. Between these two variants, it is
easy to select an optimal solution for any performance requirements and budget.

Cost-optimized or state-of-the-art
Analog-resistive touch screens are proven to be
reliable and for cost reasons are indispensable in
industrial automation. Nevertheless, the range of
applications for glass touch screens continues to
grow. The trend for machine operation is clearly
moving in the direction of projected capacitive
touch screens. In addition to the analog-resistive
variants, B&R therefore also offers its C60 and the
C71 Power Panels with a projected capacitive
touch screen with a glass front. Both variants offer rugged quality for industrial applications.

Maintenance free
Fanless
No batteries
Battery-backed real-time clo

Standard Ethernet
Gigabit Ethernet
For higher-level communication, e.g. via OPC UA

Highlights

<
<
<
<

Powerful ARM processor
Optional glass or analog-resistive
touch screen
Integrated POWERLINK and X2X Link
Extended temperature range
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USB 2.0
For program and system updates
Freely available for control application
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Power Panel T50 –
T-Series multi-touch

With the new Power Panel T50, B&R offers a modern operator terminal with glass touch screen for
web-based or VNC-based HMI. The multi-touch
capability ensures maximum convenience for operators.
This is made possible by using powerful hardware
that meets the comparatively high demands of
web-based HMI. With the Power Panel T50, both
web-based and VNC-based applications can be
implemented.
Quality design for all machines
As a state-of-the-art industrial design element,
glass touch screens offer advantages in terms of
both ergonomics and aesthetics. Integrated edge
protection safeguards the T50's glass front during
harsh everyday operation. The shallow installation depth makes the devices easy to mount in
either a control cabinet or swing arm system.
Not all types of glass are equal
Clear glass is the preferred option for accentuating a high-quality machine design, which is why it
is used as standard on the T50. Nevertheless,
there will always be situations that require an anti-glare finish. B&R ensures that it is able to accommodate customer requirements by offering
both variants.
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Easy configuration
As with all T-Series devices from B&R, the Power
Panel T50 comes with an integrated service page.
This service page opens without having to be installed and offers custom settings such as IP address, DHCP server, screen saver and much more.
Other options include definition of a custom start
screen, displaying the user's company logo, for
example. This configuration can easily be saved
on a USB flash drive and copied to other Power
Panel T50 devices.
Fast wiring
The Power Panel T50 is equipped with a Gigabit
Ethernet interface and is optionally available with
an integrated switch for simple daisy-chain wiring.

Highlights

<
<
<
<

Multi-touch capability
Web-based or VNC-based HMI
Widescreen versions up to 10.1" WXGA
Slim design
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New X20 and X67
I/O modules
Temperature measurement with NTC
B&R has expanded its range of X20 temperature
measurement modules to include a module for
NTC thermistor temperature measurement. The
X20AT4234 module is equipped with four inputs
for NTC thermistor temperature measurement. It
supports resistance measurement from 0 to 200 kΩ
and thus allows a variety of NTC sensor types to
be used.

Real-time valve control
The X20 system now includes a module for switching electromagnetic loads such as valves or
relays. The X20CM4323 can be used to switch four
digital outputs with a maximum output voltage
of 48 VDC. This module also utilizes NetTime
technology, which enables high-performance
real-time synchronization via POWERLINK with a
precision of 1 µs.

Highlights

<
<
<

For 10 kΩ NTC thermistors
4 inputs for resistance temperature
measurement
Resistance measurement 0 to 200 kΩ

Highlights

<
<
<
<

4 digital outputs
Real-time synchronization with NetTime
Output voltage up to 48 VDC
Pulse width modulation

NetTime technology
NetTime technology uses the principle of distributed clocks to allow events
to be recorded or output with precise timing. The controller is the master,
TECHNOLOGY
and local clocks in distributed systems are precisely synchronized using
POWERLINK real-time network technology. With a resolution of 1 µs, the precision of the underlying
technology is well into the sub-microsecond range. This makes it possible to assign input events
timestamps with a resolution of one microsecond or to switch outputs with the same level of precision.

NetTime
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NetTime
TECHNOLOGY
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IP67-rated Ethernet hub
B&R now offers an Ethernet hub for its X67 and
X90 systems. The X67HB8880.L12 Ethernet hub is
a standalone solution that can be used universally
as a Level 2 hub in standard Ethernet or POWERLINK
networks. Each port is equipped with a Link/Collision and Rx LED. In addition, the IP67 protection
makes them especially well-suited for harsh environmental conditions.

Faster data transfer
B&R now also offers a PCI Express variant of the
POWERLINK PCI bus insert cards. The 5LS182.8 is a
half-size PCIe module with plug-and-play capability and 1 MB SRAM. This memory can be utilized
by B&R’s real-time Automation Runtime operating
system for remanent process variables. The new
PCIe bus insert card with integrated two-port hub
can be used as master or bus controller module.

Highlights

<
<
<

8-port industrial hub (layer 2)
IP67 protection
For standard Ethernet or POWERLINK
networks

Highlights

<
<
<

Integrated hub enables ring redundancy
Plug-and-play capability
1 MB SRAM
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Advanced muting –
More options, less cost
Muting suppresses the safety reaction of a light
curtain when certain objects pass through. The
advanced muting modes available from B&R offer
new, flexible yet inexpensive possibilities in this
area. By recognizing multiple product profiles,
they now make it possible for objects of different
sizes and shapes to pass through a light curtain.
The light curtain can be used flexibly for a variety
of objects – all while providing full protection for
operators. With no need for the usual muting sensors, the solution also reduces installation and
hardware costs.

All of this is made possible by combining advanced muting functions with a network-based
openSAFETY light curtain with single-beam evaluation. The light curtain captures an object profile
and passes the data on to the SafeLOGIC safety
controller from B&R, which evaluates the data and
executes safety functions based on the current
muting mode.
Because the light curtain beams are evaluated
individually, no muting sensors are necessary. All
relevant data is transferred by the openSAFETY
light curtain. The result is less hardware and easier installation.

Box
muting
Innovations 2017
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Muting
Muting is a light curtain function that suppresses the safety reaction from triggering when certain objects pass through.
With conventional light curtains, this is handled by muting sensors located next to the light curtain that capture the size,
direction and speed of an object. This data then determines whether muting takes place, i.e. the safety reaction is suppressed, or whether the safety reaction is triggered. Advanced muting from B&R eliminates the need for muting sensors by
evaluating the beams of the light curtain individually to capture the necessary data.

Each muting mode is supported by a certified
function block that is programmed with the safety
controller. The following modes are available:
Small object muting
The function block for small object
muting calculates the cross section of
the object from its contours. All objects
that exhibit a cross section less than
that of an average person can pass
through the light curtain without triggering a safety reaction. This method
can be used for items such as beverage six-packs or luggage.

The muting modes available from B&R can be
combined to cover virtually any application typically encountered in the field. Due to the many
different permitted objects, light curtains with
advanced muting provide substantially more flexibility than previous muting methods. For example, long as well as short objects can now be
transported through a light curtain. Once installed, no more work is needed, even when
switching products.
These modes are available as function blocks in
the SafeDESIGNER editor for safety applications.
The programmer has the choice of using these
blocks individually or in combination.

Box muting
Box muting detects rectangularshaped objects and allows them to
pass through the light curtain without
triggering the safety function. This
muting mode is ideal for boxes.
Teach-in muting
Teach-in muting allows users to create
object profiles on the fly by scanning
an object with the light curtain. The
light curtain will then recognize subsequent objects of the same type.

Teach-in
muting

Highlights

<
<
<

Suitable for different object shapes
Muting sensors no longer necessary
Easy to use

Small object
muting
Innovations 2017
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Remote data acquisition
and remote maintenance

With new SiteManager models, EasyLogging functionality and a GateManager hosting service, B&R
is opening up entirely new possibilities with its
remote maintenance solution. Reduced purchasing and integration costs are just some of the
many advantages. The remote maintenance solution from B&R makes it easy to service machines
and systems anywhere in the world from your office or on the road.
The GateManager hosting service allows leasing
of all GateManager functions, which saves initial
costs and eliminates the time and effort of integrating everything into your own IT infrastructure.
Access to B&R's GateManager portal guarantees
direct remote access for servicing machines and
systems. Additional service level agreements
make it easy to tailor the GateManager hosting
service to individual customer needs.
More efficient and faster with 4G
The new SiteManager models expand the functionality of the remote maintenance solution from
B&R. The 4G/LTE model allows an even higher
transfer rate than the 3G model while also reduc-
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ing latency. This makes remote access faster and
more efficient.
SiteManager Embedded is the software variant of
the SiteManager and allows direct remote access
to B&R's x86-based industrial and panel PCs. Like
the hardware SiteManager models, the embedded
variant can control remote access to other peers
in the machine network. SiteManager Embedded
is supported by Windows and Linux.
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Secure remote data logging
of machine data

With EasyLogging, B&R introduces an even easier
way to establish and configure permanent connections to machinery. EasyLogging makes it
possible to record machine data to a central database server (log server) in the cloud or on-site.
This permanent connection between machine
and log server is essential to implementing advanced business solutions such as predictive
maintenance and monitoring of machine data and
condition parameters.

EasyLogging is configured in GateManager. The
permanent connection is set up using drag-anddrop without requiring special IT know-how.
Routing, firewalls or VPN tunnel configurations are
unnecessary. The on-demand connection established in the event of maintenance does not
interrupt an ongoing permanent data connection
via EasyLogging. EasyLogging is supported on
in-house GateManagers as well as through the
GateManager hosting service.

EasyLog client 1

PLC

EasyLog client 2

PLC

EasyLog master
Log server

EasyLogging makes it possible to record machine data to a
central database server (log server) in the cloud or on-site.
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Remote data logging
With EasyLogging, a SiteManager in the log
server's network acts as an EasyLogging master. The SiteManagers in the various machines
establish permanent connections to this master. An X20 controller can use this connection to
transmit data to the log server, for example.
LinkManager and EasyLogging connections can
occur simultaneously.

Log server

EasyLog master

Remote access & maintenance
Service technicians have the ability to connect
with machinery and equipment using software.
They can do so via a PC-based system or using
a smartphone or tablet (iOS or Android). All access is logged and archived for later traceability.

world
wide
web
Data transfer
To transfer data securely and reliably over the
Internet, B&R's remote maintenance solution
establishes a secure VPN connection. The connection to the Internet can take place via LAN,
WLAN or mobile network (4G LTE / 3G / GPRS).
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SiteManager
A SiteManager provides access to the network
via the GateManager. All hardware SiteManager
variants are equipped with integrated inputs
and outputs as well as at least one Ethernet
port. The integrated firewall on the SiteManager
controls all access to the machine network.
All SiteManager variants are configured in
Automation Studio.

SiteManager embedded
Automation PCs
Panel PCs
Operating system Windows/Linux

SiteManager 1115
Ethernet
Integrated I/Os

LAN

SiteManager 1135
Ethernet & 4G (LTE) / 3G (GSM)
Integrated I/Os

LAN

4G/LTE

3G/GSM

SiteManager 1145
Ethernet & WiFi
Integrated I/Os

LAN

GateManager with machine pool management
For efficient remote maintenance, the B&R
solution features a GateManager with integrated machine pool management. This manages
machines in the field as well as the access
rights of service staff. Machine pool management does not require any special IT know-how.
The GateManager can be purchased or leased
as an SaaS solution.

WiFi

Highlights

<
<
<
<
<
<

Diagnostics with Automation Studio and System Diagnostics Manager (SDM)
Save machine data directly to the cloud
Access the HMI application directly
Read logbook entries and application data
Change machine settings and parameters
Update programs and firmware
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Customization from batch size one

Panel Designer allows all B&R panels and the
front doors of Automation PCs to be designed individually. This web-based application makes it
possible to create professional designs within a
few minutes without any previous experience.
B&R customers receive their customized device in
series quality in less than 2 weeks. To create a
design, all that needs to be done is to select a
hardware product. The appearance is then adapted using Panel Designer – B&R's free, easy-touse software tool for creating custom panel designs. Colors, shapes and text can be added as
desired. External graphics can also be easily
loaded into the program and added to the design.
The Panel Designer provides a real-time preview
of the final result. This makes it easy for companies to ensure that their HMI devices perfectly

Panel Designer highlights

<
<
<
<
<
<
<

Unique design: any time, anywhere
Creativity with no compromises
Online and free
Intuitive user guidance
Corporate design only clicks away
Possible to upload graphics and company
logo
Support from B&R design team on request

Innovations 2017

match their corporate design. The design file that
is created is sent straight to B&R's production.
With a revolutionary minimum order quantity of 1,
it's never been easier or more cost-effective to
create custom layouts tailored to specific machines or end users.

Advantages

<
<
<
<

Custom design for any order size
Ready in less than 2 weeks
Subsequent orders at series prices with
no added cost
Support for custom devices available
worldwide

Link to Panel Designer
http://paneldesigner.br-automation.com

Panel Designer video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxVXzrUtW30
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Panel Designer gives HMI devices your personal touch.
Create professional designs in minutes with the easyto-use web-based application.

Innovations 2017
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SAP HANA
Microsoft

OPC UA TSN and POWERLINK
for uniform communication

MQTT
AMQP

Innovations 2017
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HANA
rosoft Azure
s

MQTT
AMQP

The development of OPC UA
TSN means that OPC UA and
POWERLINK will be all that
is needed in the future to
cover all communication
requirements in industrial
production – another step
in the direction of a uniform
communication standard for
manufacturing.
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OPC server
(response)

OPC client
(request)

OPC server
(response)

OPC client
(request)

OPC server
(response)

OPC client
(request)

With a client-server mechanism, a client requests information and receives a response from a server.

OPC UA is perfectly suited to communication at
the line level where machines operate with a large
degree of autonomy. The factory of the future
looks different, however. Machines, robots and
conveyor belts can communicate with each other
in real time. They can be reconfigured, swapped
out or upgraded without having to reprogram the
application software. The concept of plug-andplay functionality is making its way into industrial
manufacturing. At the same time, perfectly tuned
sequences will reduce idle times and delay times
on individual system components, paving the way
for maximum productivity.
This is why B&R is working together with the OPC
Foundation and other automation vendors on two
extensions that aim to give the OPC UA communication standard real-time capability. The first is a
publish-subscribe model; the other is utilization

Innovations 2017

of the IEEE 802.1 standard for time-sensitive networking (TSN).
More efficient communication with pub/sub
Until now, OPC UA has used a client/server mechanism, where a client requests information and
receives a response from a server. This system
has its limitations in cases when there are many
nodes on the network. The publish-subscribe
model, in contrast, enables one-to-many and
many-to-many communication. A server sends its
Highlights

<
<
<

No interfaces
Synchronous line communication
High clock rates possible
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data to the network (publish) and every client can
receive this data (subscribe).
Ethernet goes real time
Time-sensitive networking refers to a set of extensions in Ethernet standard IEEE 802.1 currently in development that will later be integrated into
all Ethernet components. The goal is to provide
real-time data transmission over Ethernet. A significant advantage of the TSN standard is that the
automotive industry is behind it. That means that
the required semiconductor components will be
available very quickly and relatively inexpensively.

Publisher
(server)

Publisher
(server)

Publisher
(server)

OPC UA TSN enables precisely timed synchronization from the sensor level all the way to the cloud.
Data can be distributed in very fast cycles with a
jitter of 100 nanoseconds across extensive networks with many segments. OPC UA and POWERLINK
are purely software-based protocols with stacks
that are freely available and can be ported to any
platform. The combination of OPC UA and POWERLINK
provides the maximum amount of freedom when
engineering machines and systems. What name
is printed on the controller is irrelevant.

Subscriber
(client)

Subscriber
(client)

Subscriber
(client)

With a publish-subscribe model, a server sends its data to the network (publish) and every client can receive this data (subscribe).
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Safe Line Automation –
openSAFETY meets OPC UA
Safe Line Automation

① Discovery phase

Identification of OPC UA servers with safety functions

② Validation phase

Detection and validation of the configuration

③ Plausibility phase

Safety-related check of the configuration

④ Process phase
Transfer of safe data
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Up until now, it has been virtually impossible to
implement safety technology when automating
highly modular and flexible machine lines. B&R
aims to change that by combining OPC UA and
openSAFETY to form Safe Line Automation – providing fully automated safety communication for
modular production lines.
Self-organizing safety networks will make it possible to add or remove entire machines or individual components from the machine network without having to reprogram the safety application. It
would even be conceivable to create a self-validating line.
To make that possible – while continuing to meet
all the requirements for safety and security – B&R
draws on the particular advantages of OPC UA and
openSAFETY.
How it works
When a new piece of equipment – an entire machine, individual part or even a robot – is added to
the machine network, OPC UA security mechanisms begin by establishing a secure connection.

Safe Line Automation combines OPC UA and openSAFETY to provide seamless safety throughout
integrated production lines.
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The new device then searches for other servers
that offer safety functions using the OPC UA discovery service and server capability identifiers,
which allow servers on the network to be filtered
according to desired criteria. In the next step, OPC
UA browsing services identify which functions
each server offers and which attributes support
Safe Line Automation.
In this way, any OPC UA server is able to obtain a
complete map of the network without requiring a
single line of code to be written. This completes
the first phase of Safe Line Automation – the discovery phase.
Validation check
Next comes the validation phase, where Safe Line
Automation checks whether the new component
is already known, or if it matches a previously validated safety configuration. If so, there is nothing
else for the machine operator to do at this point.
If significant differences are identified, the user is
prompted – via standardized elements in the HMI
application – to check the new configuration and
confirm that it is correct. To organize these elements practically, both the prompts and the corresponding UI elements are categorized according to the type of work being performed:
commissioning, modification or servicing. This
input is saved, so the new Safe Line Automation
configuration will be recognized automatically in
the future.

Innovations 2017

Plausibility check
To rule out potential errors, the configuration is
now checked for plausibility. This involves verifying that attributes and devices match, whether
the configuration is plausible and whether the
network timing is correct using the proven mechanisms of openSAFETY.
The process is very similar to the checks that are
generally performed when a machine is started
up. It includes a test of whether the response
times and cycle times are fast enough to ensure
reliable execution of the respective safety functions. In the Safe Line Automation phase model,
these steps are referred to as the plausibility
phase.
Safe data transfer
This brings us to the process phase, where the
line begins transmitting safety-related process
data. The Safe Line Automation system begins
production.

Highlights

<
<
<

Plug-and-play safety technology
Self-validating lines
Maximum flexibility
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How does openSAFETY communicate via OPC UA?
The open source safety protocol openSAFETY can use any fieldbus or Industrial Ethernet network as its transport medium. The black channel principle allows safety-relevant data to be exchanged without allowing it to
be influenced by the transport protocol.
openSAFETY exchanges process data – in the form of Safety Process Data Objects – using the OPC UA publish-subscribe model. As a result, openSAFETY nodes can communicate with each other directly and achieve
extremely fast response times. During the plausibility check, on the other hand, data is queried using Safety
Service Data Objects. These make use of OPC UA method calling to avoid unnecessary traffic on the networks
and OPC UA servers.

Application layer

Discovery phase

Discovery Phase

Validation phase

Validation Phase

Plausibility Phase phase
Plausibility

Broadcast Phase
Process
phase

Unified Architecture
Ethernet TSN
openSAFETY exchanges data using the OPC UA publish-subscribe model.
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Easily integrated with POWERLINK

A growing number of component manufacturers are relying on POWERLINK for the network backbone
and openSAFETY for open, plant-wide safety communication. Vendor-independent automation solutions for
industry, agriculture and construction are easier to implement and configure in the B&R Automation Studio
software development environment.

8 times the weighing performance
Laumas now offers its TLM8 weight transmitter
with a POWERLINK interface. This makes the advantages of a digital weighing system available
directly in the B&R Automation Studio software
development environment.
The TLM8 POWERLINK is equipped with an LCD display and has eight independent input channels
for load cells. In addition to RS485 and Ethernet
ports it also offers three logic inputs and five relay outputs.
Compact safety with expansive functionality
Dina Elektronik has added a fieldbus module with
a POWERLINK interface to its SL VARIO safety system. Machinery and equipment operators can now
diagnose and monitor the programmable safety
solution with a B&R system.
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Highlights

<
<
<
<
<

Vendor-independent system design
Easy configuration
High-speed communication for mobile
equipment
Modular and decentralized systems
Safe communication

The SL VARIO central unit is a fully operational
safety system with a great variety of inputs and
outputs that occupies minimal space in the control cabinet. Some of the functions provided include: 8 safety circuits; 3 speed controls; 8 analog power and voltage inputs; safe analog data
acquisition for pressure, temperature, weight,
current or voltage. Additional modules can be
added for specialized functions.
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SL Vario

SG4 Fieldbus

Smart openSAFETY light curtains for safe
machines
The SG4 FIELDBUS safety light curtain from
Datalogic can be seamlessly integrated into
openSAFETY networks. The real-time POWERLINK
interface eliminates the need for tediously hardwiring the safety technology.
Streamlined integration, fewer hardware components and reduced risk of errors during setup and
maintenance all contribute to increased machine
availability. New safety functions in the controller
provide advanced features like blanking and
smart muting and help developers implement
more flexible safety solutions for their machinery.
With options for finger, hand and body protection
solutions, the light curtain will be ideal for a wide
variety of industries.

TLM8 POWERLINK

CDV75, ADV88

openSAFETY rotary encoder saves time and costs
The new openSAFETY version of the multi-turn absolute rotary encoder from TR-Electronic integrate perfectly into the B&R Automation Studio
development environment. By simplifying the development of safety applications, this saves time
and money. With additional savings on hardware
and wiring, the TR-Electronic rotary encoder lowers overall costs compared to a conventional
solution.
Innovative features such as automatic configuration of the direction of rotation or differential
standstill window can be loaded over the network
without requiring manual intervention. The rotary
encoder from TR-Electronic also provides preset
electronic adjustment, which allows the current
position value to be applied as the new actual
value. When replacements are needed, this feature reduces machine downtime substantially.
Innovations 2017
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High-speed communication
for mobile equipment

Mobile to cloud
The ESX-TC3G and TC1 teleservice modules from
STW are now also available with POWERLINK interfaces. This makes it easy to transfer data from
mobile equipment to STW's "machines.cloud"
platform.
In addition to POWERLINK, other wired communication interfaces offered by ESX-TC modules include a digital input and digital output, two CAN
interfaces, Ethernet, RS232 and a USB port for
service. The ESX-TC3G is also able to use 2G/3G
mobile communication, WLAN, and Bluetooth and
features a GPS/GLONASS receiver. Depending on
the version, the ESX-TC3G achieves a protection
class of IP67 or IP69K. The trimmed-down ESX-TC1
variant is available with WLAN and Bluetooth, with
WLAN, Bluetooth and GPS/GLONASS or with mobile
communication and GPS/GLONASS.
Control from a distance
Jay Electronique has added a Nemo receiver unit
featuring a POWERLINK interface that allows all of
the radio remote controls in the company's SAFIR
series to be easily integrated into B&R automation solutions.
The SAFIR series of radio remote controllers offer
a high level of protection against dust, water and
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impact. Their ergonomic design minimizes the risk
of operator errors.
The broad selection of variants ensures the perfect solution for any application. All of the units
support the Safe Stop safety function and meet
with SIL 3 requirements in accordance with EN
61508 and PL e in accordance with EN 13849. They
are also suitable for use in EX zones.
Drives for mobile applications
ADVANCED Motion Controls has added POWERLINKenabled servo drives to its portfolio for self-driving transport, construction, municipal and agricultural vehicles. The DVP series is part of the
company's DigiFlex Performance (DP) family of
digital servo drives.
DP servo drives are geared exclusively toward mobile applications and cover a wide continuous
power range of up to 12.5 kW peak for 20-54 VDC
supplies. DP servo drives for mobile applications
are offered in a vehicle-mount, IP65-rated housing to conveniently meet the demands of mobile
installation.
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Safir radio remote controls

TC1 + TC3G

DVP

X90

ADVANCED

MOTION CONTROLS
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Real-time network for Raspberry Pi –
R&D platform for schools
and universities

Engineers and students can now implement
POWERLINK masters and slaves in embedded
environments and test them immediately in the
lab more easily than ever before. With V2.3 of the
openPOWERLINK stack, design has become faster
and less expensive. The stack has been ported to
the Raspberry Pi development board and divided
up into 2 layers: one for time-critical kernel
processes and one for user processes that are
not tied to the timing.
As a pure software solution, the stack can be
scaled as needed. It runs on a wide range of hardHighlights

<
<
<
<
<

Open, vendor-independent and license-free
Scalable implementations
Fast and easy network configuration
Free open-source solution
Complete documentation
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ware platforms (FPGA, microcontrollers, x86) and
operating systems (no OS, Linux, Windows) either
with or without a real-time extension (e.g. RT-PREEMPT). As a result, it is possible to use inexpensive development boards such as Raspberry Pi for
research and project work. The stack allows slave
and master implementations, making it easy to
integrate custom embedded electronics into a
POWERLINK network.
The new architecture of the openPOWERLINK
stack provides 3 implementation variants depending on the application:

<
<
<

Pure software solution with generic PCAP
abstraction layer and standard Ethernet
controller
Pure software solution with specialized
POWERLINK kernel driver and standard
Ethernet controller
Hardware-supported solution with specialized POWERLINK kernel drive and coprocessor
or FPGA
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openCONFIGURATOR makes it fast and easy to configure POWERLINK networks as well as master and slave devices from
different vendors.

Open-source configuration
POWERLINK networks can be configured with the
open-source openCONFIGURATOR tool. This allows slave and master devices to be configured
with parameters or based on an object dictionary – something that is possible for modular
devices such as I/O systems as well. The new
version of openCONFIGURATOR is available free of
charge from the Eclipse Marketplace as an
Eclipse plug-in for Linux and Windows. Its source
code can be found at SourceForge (sourceforge.
net/projects/openconf/).

openPOWERLINK application

User space

Kernel space

Hardware

No operating system restrictions
The new stack supports coprocessor solutions
that can be used to configure deterministic networks on operating systems without a real-time
extension, such as Linux or Windows. Coprocessor support allows the full computing power of
the platform to be used for vision algorithms, for
example. The new stack now makes it easier to
integrate these types of systems deterministically into POWERLINK networks and allows optimal utilization of POWERLINK's high asynchronous bandwidth.

openPOWERLINK library

PCAP

openPOWERLINK driver

Standard Ethernet Controller

Ready for industrial applications
Thanks to the widespread use of
POWERLINK throughout industry, research projects can be converted
effortlessly into commercial applications and utilize the full performance of the real-time network in
real-world applications.

Coprocessor
The modular structure of the new openPOWERLINK
stack now allows scalable POWERLINK implementations more easily than ever before.
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The new Automation PC 910 Exceptional performance in a
modular design

The whole range of processors available for the
Automation PC 910 provide maximum computing
power for the most complex tasks. They are based
on the 6th generation of Core i-series processors
– the benchmark for top-performing PC architectures. The size of the chip has been reduced to an
impressive 14 nanometers. A new microarchitecture with the graphics unit integrated directly in
the CPU provides a considerable leap in performance over previous generations of Core i processors. Graphics performance has also been improved with the addition of support for DirectX 12.

With state-of-the-art PC components, the
Automation PC 910 ensures many years of availability. The PC infrastructure has been streamlined for maximum computing performance and
optimal data throughput. The APC910 takes advantage of modular accessory components such as
interface modules and mass storage devices (hard
disk, SSD, CFast card) that considerably simplify
stock management. It is not necessary to make
continuous adjustments to the PC hardware over
time, which adds up to its own cost advantages.
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Future proof
The Automation PC 910 system platform has a
completely modular design that allows it to be individually adapted to a wide range of applications.
With data storage options ranging from SSD to
CFast, slots for both PCI and PCI Express and an
integrated UPS, there are virtually no limits to
what you can do.
Modular panels
The Automation PC 910 is designed to operate remote panels. The uniform Automation Panel platform can be connected to an Automation PC via
DVI, Smart Display Link or Smart Display Link 3 by
equipping it with the corresponding receiver module. The front of the Automation Panel is a premium-quality projected capacitive touch screen,
available in sizes up to 24" with Full HD resolution.
The displays are equipped with long-lasting, power-saving LED backlights. The modern device design has also been applied to the traditional 4:3
form factor. Automation Panels are equipped with
an analog resistive touch screen up to 19".
The edge-to-edge, anti-glare glass surface and
brilliant, high-resolution display represent the ultimate in sophisticated operator panel technology. This new series is available with mounting options for a control cabinet cutout or swing arm.

Fanless operation that meets high demands
Many variants of the Automation PC 910 provide
the option of operation without the use of fans.
When this feature is combined with CFast cards
and SSDs, the PC system is completely free of rotating parts – a huge advantage when it comes to
maintenance-free operation. The Automation PC
910 cooling system has been designed to transfer
heat out of the housing with optimal efficiency. As
processors shrink in size, heat is generated on a
smaller surface area. To deal with this, heat pipes
are the best way to provide maximum heat dissipation. To deliver optimal results with fanless operation, the Automation PC 910 heat sink design
has been optimized through an extensive evaluation process using simulated models.
Optimized air circulation
The honeycomb openings on the housing panels
provide the perfect combination of air circulation
and structural rigidity. Selected processors are
even able to operate without fans. The fanless
variants of the Automation PC 910 thus deliver
performance that used to only be possible with
fans. In the high-end range, quad-core processors can be used with fan cooling. Air is precisely
circulated through the integrated cooling fins.
Until now, these performance values were impossible to achieve for such compact PC constructions.

2nd panel option
2nd panel option

1 PCI / PCI Express slot
Innovations 2017

2 PCI / PCI Express slots

5 PCI / PCI Express slots
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2 modular interfaces
RS232/422/485
CAN/UPS/Audio/SRAM

SDL/DVI/Monitor
Up to 5 PCI /
PCI Express slots

Display Port
RS232
2 x Ethernet
10/100/1000
4 x USB 3.0

Smart Display Link 3
Single cable to easily connect
operator panels, compatible with
all Automation Panels in the field
Fanless
Same base device can be operated
with or without a fan – maximum
flexibility for all users
HDD & SSD
More than enough storage space
with hard disk and solid-state
drives
CFast
Combines the shape and dimensions of CompactFlash cards with
the faster SATA interface
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Celeron G3900E
Cores

Core i3 6100E

Core i5 6640EQ

2

2

2

2

4

Clock frequency

1.6 GHz

2.4 GHz

1.9 GHz

2.7 GHz

2.7 GHz

Graphics

Intel HD
Graphics
510

Intel HD
Graphics
510

Intel
GT2

Intel
GT2

Intel
GT2

L2 cache

3 MB

3 MB

3 MB

3 MB

6 MB

Chipset

HM170

HM170

HM170

HM170

QM170

DRAM

2x DDR4
max. 2x
16 GB

2x DDR4
max. 2x
16 GB

2x DDR4
max. 2x
16 GB

2x DDR4
max. 2x
16 GB

2x DDR4
max. 2x
16 GB

Dual-channel
operation











Chipset RAID











Fanless



-



-

-
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Intuitive
multi-touch operation
HMI panels have been used for many years to provide a way for operators to control machinery and
plants. Many devices previously operated using
buttons and keys have since been replaced by
more versatile touch screen panels.
The advantages are clear: Whereas function keys
must be retagged with slide-in labels when they
are reassigned, this is possible on touch screen
displays through simple software configuration.
At the same time, HMI applications have developed over the years to provide much more logical
and intuitive operation. This not only makes interaction much faster, it also helps avoid operating
errors through the clear organization of buttons
and the ability to provide much more detailed information.

Optimized operation
Multi-touch opens up entirely new dimensions
when designing innovative user interactions.
The main advantage of multi-touch technology is how it makes operation more intuitive.
There are numerous gestures that might be
used in an application: zooming in and out
and rotating objects with two fingers,
scrolling through lists and switching to
the next screen with a quick swipe. At the
same time, two-hand gestures for critical or potentially dangerous operations
provide an effective way of preventing
unintentional activation.

Multi-touch technology

<
<
<
<
<
<

Implement innovative user interactions
Much more intuitive operator guidance
Zoom function to aid commissioning and service personnel
Two-hand operation prevents unintentional activation
Reduction of operating layers
Improved ergonomics
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Automation Panel 1000

B&R's modular Automation Panels are a fully flexible and modular platform.
The core component is the panel itself, which is
transformed into an Automation Panel by adding a
modular SDL/DVI receiver. Alternatively, using
SDL3 opens up additional possibilities for spanning longer distances and even easier cabling.
Adding a PC unit turns the same panel into a
full-fledged Panel PC with scalable processing
performance. Using the same front-side platform
reduces the amount of warehouse space required
for replacement parts. Custom variants using
Automation Panels and Panel PCs require only a
single base unit.
Uniform system platform
Dividing the system into a panel, an SDL/SDL3 receiver and a Panel PC brings considerable benefits in the field. A damaged display can be replaced quickly, for example, without having to
exchange the entire Panel PC. In this way, B&R
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has created a uniform interface that establishes
a flexible system platform for all future PC architectures. Separating the panel from the PC architecture allows users to take advantage of advancements in PC technology with much less cost
and effort by simply replacing the Panel PC with
the next generation and continuing to use the existing display unit.

Highlights

<
<
<
<
<
<
<

Projected capacitive multi-touch
Analog resistive single-touch
Widescreen formats from 7" WVGA to 24"
Full HD
Connections for DVI, SDL and SDL3
Slim design
Flexible mounting
Anti-glare surface
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Modular swing arm systems
Fully enclosed panels with IP65 protection offer
decisive advantages when it comes to positioning
operator terminals at the most convenient locations on the machine.
The continuing reduction of control cabinets in
particular is increasing the need for input stations that can be installed flexibly. For this reason, completely enclosed Automation Panel and
Panel PC variants are available for mounting on
swing arm systems.
Simple cabling
Cables are installed through the swing arm system and connected to an easily accessible area
with IP65 protection, which makes it possible to
use inexpensive standard cables. To facilitate extremely simple handling, an installed panel can
be wired directly on the swing arm. Setting up the
device is done in the same modular way as
mounted devices. Customers who opt for Smart
Display Link 3, the latest generation of B&R display transmission technology, benefit from slim
RJ45 connectors. They are the perfect choice
when it comes to feeding through cables in extremely tight spaces, including the limited openings on swing arms.
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Easy customization
To adapt optimally to the needs of each machine,
keys and switches can be individually customized. The list of possible adaptations is practically endless, including virtually any arrangement of
standard keys, illuminated ring keys and push
buttons in various colors. Custom HMI devices are
generally delivered fully assembled. A custom
keypad module is also available.
Easy operation
Swing arm devices are available in two variants:
with touch screen or with touch screen and additional control elements. Multi-touch technology
opens up whole new dimensions for designing innovative interactions for clean, intuitively structured user guidance. Implementation of two-hand
gestures is an effective way to prevent operator
errors. Buttons, selector switches, key switches
and an integrated E-stop button provide exceptional user comfort. Side grips can be installed so
that the user can easily move the panel into the
optimal position. As an alternative to the swing
arm system, the Automation Panel can also be installed on a VESA monitor mount.
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Swipe, zoom, scroll

A wide selection of Automation Panels are available for swing arm mounting. The classic variant
is available with analog resistive touch screens in
4:3 format, with a diagonal of 15“ or 19“ and XGA
or SXGA resolution.
Multi-touch systems are quickly gaining popularity in industrial environments through benefits
such as intuitive swiping, zooming and scrolling
gestures. Two-hand gestures can be used to prevent inadvertent triggering of critical operations.
Widescreen Automation Panels with projected
capacitive touch screens are available in sizes
ranging from 15.6“ to 24“ with either HD Ready or
Full HD resolution.
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Maximum convenience
Touch screens open up new forms of user interaction, yet mechanical controls continue to be
preferred for certain operations. That‘s why B&R
offers its Automation Panel 5000 with optional
push buttons, selector switches and key switches. An E-stop button can also be installed on the
swing arm device, where it is always within the
operator‘s reach.
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Reliability without hardwiring

In response to multiple customer requests, B&R is
now offering operator panels with an integrated
openSAFETY interface for transferring safety-related data. Hard-wired emergency stop, operating
mode and start buttons are no longer needed.
Setting up operator panels with numerous hardwired switches and buttons used to mean tediously threading cable after cable through the
swing arm system. With openSAFETY operator
panels, the only connections needed are for the
bus and power. This means that these systems
can be placed exactly where they are needed
without having to deal with unwieldy cable harnesses. Commissioning and service are also simplified, saving additional money in these areas as
well. The E-stop button is just as reliable as its
hardwired counterpart.

Arrange buttons and switches as needed
These customized operator panels can be tailored
exactly to any application. In addition to different
display sizes and ratios, it is also possible to
choose between various touch technologies. Just
as configurable are the number and arrangement
of buttons, switches and the E-stop button. The
operator panels are also available in housings
rated up to IP65. And to round it off, B&R offers
solutions for specific industries, such as food and
beverages.

Highlights

<
<
<

Reduced cabling
Faster installation
Powerful customization features
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Reduce alarm rates efficiently
The exploratory data analysis functions offered by
the B&R APROL process control system are now
also available for historical alarm data. This
makes it possible to identify and eliminate unnecessary alarms and notifications. A sustainable
approach to alarm management can relieve plant
personnel and improve safety.
An excessive number of alarms and notifications
can actually backfire and desensitize operators.
They may become careless about acknowledging
alarms or even disable signal devices like horns
and bells, seriously compromising plant safety.
Alarm management should therefore be included
in a plant's earliest design phases.
Clearly organized and intuitive
Operators should be able to deal with every alarm
and notification efficiently and reliably. That
means limiting their number and frequency to
reasonable levels, as well as displaying them in a
way that is clearly and consistently organized.
The APROL alarm statistics report helps users
meet these requirements. It provides key perfor-
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mance indicators (KPIs) for efficient alarm management per the requirements of EEMUA 191,
ANSI/ISA 18.2 and IEC 62682.
KPI reporting helps identify consequential and chattering alarms, providing
helpful information about the average
alarm rate per operator and unit of time.
Analysis of daily, weekly or monthly
data can provide a solid foundation for
identifying weaknesses in the alarm
system and can quickly determine appropriate measures for reducing alarm
rates.
Minimizing consequential alarms
The consequential alarm report effectively identifies cause-and-effect relationships between alarms to help minimize the occurrence of consequential
alarms. This report can also be used to
analyze alarms resulting from operator
intervention and operator interventions
carried out in response to process alarms.
Alarm reports can be viewed on any web-enabled device.
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KPI reporting helps identify consequential and chattering alarms,
providing helpful information about the average alarm rate per
operator and unit of time.

APROL alarm reports are available via the intuitive
web-based user interface that requires no additional software other than a web browser. With
APROL, implementing alarm management could
hardly be easier.
Exploratory data analysis
In addition to traditional report-based analysis
where the content is rigidly defined, the APROL
process control system also offers exploratory

data analysis. This method defines only the
sources of the data, but not how it is presented.
Reports and analyses can be customized and
modified at any time with the ease of drag-anddrop. A manager may want boiled down, summarized performance data, while a process engineer
can call up detailed information about an individual process. The data displayed can be changed,
filtered and sorted interactively.

KPI reporting helps identify consequential and chattering
alarms, providing helpful information about the average alarm
rate per operator and unit of time.

Highlights

<
<
<

Efficient alarm management
KPIs per EEMUA 191, ANSI/ISA 18.2 and
IEC 62682
Easy access via web browser
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Update application software
quickly and easily
The B&R APROL process control system's
DownloadManager now allows new software to be
transferred to multiple controllers in parallel to
minimize the amount of valuable time spent on
maintenance and unplanned stoppages.
Larger automation projects can involve as many
as several hundred controllers. To apply changes
and updates to so many instances of the application software, you need an efficient tool. This tool
must be able to reliably identify any new or modified software modules. If updating the software
will interrupt operation in any way, this needs to
be known before the download is started. APROL
DownloadManager meets all of these requirements.
Ensure maximum consistency
In the latest version of DownloadManager, sequential single-module downloading has been
replaced by transfer-module downloading. Cyclically processed software modules can now be
installed either sequentially or in parallel. This ensures that changes to the application software
(software modules) are applied with maximum
consistency.
Download in parallel
The ability to download the control software simultaneously to as many controllers as possible
can save valuable time during the engineering
and commissioning phases. APROL provides a
clear overview of the steps involved in each
download (prepare transfer module, generate,
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download, install and use). This way, users can
easily tell what is happening in the controllers at
all times.
Testing new software
Depending on the IEC language used, new software can have a varying impact on controller resources. On redundant systems, it is possible to
test a new software version on the inactive controller to avoid endangering the stability and
availability of the system with an update.
Ensure redundancy
To ensure redundancy, controllers must continuously exchange redundancy-relevant data. Any
changes to the application software must therefore be completely synchronized between the primary and secondary controller. At a glance, DownloadManager shows whether the software
versions are the same and whether bumpless
switchover is possible.

Even large automation projects can
kept up to date easily and reliably
with the APROL DownloadManager.
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Condition monitoring
in the third dimension

It's now easier than ever to detect damage or
contamination in machinery and equipment using
the B&R APROL process control system. Vibration
measurement results are now visualized in an interactive 3D graphic to help plant operators and
maintenance technicians optimize performance.

Clear overview of FFT
Hovering over a data point shows the user a tooltip with its x/y-coordinates and timestamp. Clicking and dragging a box over a section of the diagram zooms in for greater detail. The 3D diagram
replaces the waterfall diagram previously used for
condition monitoring applications.

Calculating harmonics can help identify
which frequency is causing a vibration.
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The vibration measurement system uses a fast
Fourier transform (FFT) to identify disturbance
frequencies. The new 3D graphics make the results even easier to interpret. With multiple measurement series displayed simultaneously, changes in measurement points can be seen at a glance.
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Marking side bands helps to identify errors for specific frequencies. The user defines the base band and the
first side band manually. APROL then automatically calculates the remaining side bands.

View harmonics
Harmonics are an effective troubleshooting tool.
They can help identify which frequency is causing
a vibration.
The first harmonic (fundamental frequency) is defined manually by selecting a peak. The remaining
harmonics, the number of which can be configured, are calculated automatically and displayed
in a diagram.
Filtering out side bands
Marking side bands also helps to identify errors
for specific frequencies. The user defines the
base band and the first side band manually. APROL
then automatically calculates the remaining side
bands. The amplitudes of the side bands are dis-

played in a table as an absolute value and as a
percentage of the base band value. The bands are
identified by colored vertical lines.
These tools help users identify damage frequencies quickly and easily. Early detection of damage
and contamination helps prevent costly downtime.

Highlights

<
<
<

Simple analysis
Clear representation
Prevention of costly downtime
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Interface-free data exchange

Today's production equipment generates huge
volumes of data that must be collected and processed before it can be put to use. Traditionally,
moving this data between shop floor and enterprise-level systems has required companies to
invest time and money programming the necessary interfaces. The B&R APROL automation platform now offers a seamless, interface-free solution for convenient and cost-effective
connectivity. This has been made possible by the
integration of mapp Technology in APROL.
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With mapp, application developers can set up an
alarm, recipe or user management system in only
a few clicks. Once configured, the precoded modular software components exchange data automatically. The alarm system, for example, logs
alarms locally and then automatically sends them
to APROL for long-term archiving. Even data entered manually via an operator terminal is sent to
APROL.
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mapp Technology and APROL enable interface-free data exchange from the shop floor to higher-level systems.

Uniform user management system
Automatic data exchange works in the other direction as well. A user role system can be created
for mapp in APROL, which is then transferred to
individual machines or plants and updated with
any changes. The same applies to web-based HMI
applications created using mapp View. The APROL
Report Server prepares visualizations of the recordings in the APROL Trend System that are displayed on the machine's HMI.
Seamless configuration
The combination of mapp and APROL opens up an
unprecedented level of seamless connectivity
from the sensor to the factory automation level.
With no interfaces to be programmed and reprogrammed, users are able to respond much more
flexibly to future changes. An entire plant – from
the top level down to the individual machines –
can be designed in the APROL software development environment and then loaded onto the con-

trollers. This simplifies the engineering process
and allows projects to be completed faster.
Improved efficiency
Collected data can be conveniently analyzed and
visualized using the APROL process data acquisition (PDA) component. If necessary, processed
data can be forwarded to an MES or ERP system.
The newly gained insight can bring a substantial
boost in efficiency – whether you're operating a
small discrete manufacturing line or a large processing plant.

Highlights

<
<
<

Uniform system
No interfaces
Configuring instead of programming
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